Focusing on distance education in the community college, this volume explores issues related to administrative support, state-level policy, national standards, and copyright. The following article are provided: (1) "Distance Education as a Catalyst for Changing Teaching in the Community College: Implications for Institutional Policy" (Arlene H. Parisot); (2) "Changing the Way We Teach by Changing the College: Leading the Way Together" (Douglas H. Lape, Patricia R. Hart); (3) "From the Margin to the Mainstream: State-Level Policy and Planning for Distance Education" (Patricia Kovel-Jarboe); (4) "Seamless Education through Distance Learning: State Policy Initiatives for Community College/K-12 Partnerships" (Suzanna Spears, Randy L. Tatroe); (5) "Reducing Time-to-Degree with Distance Learning: Are We Closer Now Than When We Started?" (Patrick Dallet, John H. Opper); (6) "Localizing National Standards for Evaluation of Distance Education: An Example from a Multistate Project" (Christine K. Sorensen); (7) "Implications of a Virtual University for Community Colleges" (Sally M. Johnstone, Stephen Tilson); (8) "Who Sets the Standards? Accreditation and Distance Learning" (Barbara Gellman-Danley); (9) "Ownership and Access: Copyright and Intellectual Property in the On-line Environment" (Marina Stock McIsaac, Jeremy Rowe); (10) "Distance Education and the Community College: From Convention to Vision" (Connie L. Dillon, Rosa Cintron). (ECF)
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1. Distance Education as a Catalyst for Changing Teaching in the Community College: Implications for Institutional Policy
Arlene H. Parisot
This qualitative study of a community college in the state of Washington identified the factors that affect the adoption of distance technologies among faculty. The findings from this study led to the development of a model that can be used to develop institutional policy designed to support the adoption of distance education.

2. Changing the Way We Teach by Changing the College: Leading the Way Together
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4. Seamless Education Through Distance Learning: State Policy Initiatives for Community College/K–12 Partnerships
Suzanna Spears, Randy L. Tatroe
Community colleges provide an important link between K–12, higher education, and the workforce, particularly in rural areas. However, traditional institutional barriers often hamper the transition between these educational sectors. This case study of the development of a partnership in Colorado demonstrates the critical role state policy plays in promoting seamless education.
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   *Patrick Dallet, John H. Opper*
   In many states, funding for higher education is declining as a percentage of state revenues, while demand for college is increasing. Within this climate, community colleges have a strategic role as a point of entry for students. In Florida, analysis of the problem shifted the policy debate from access to retention. This case study describes how Florida plans to use distance education to "reduce time-to-degree."

6. Localizing National Standards for Evaluation of Distance Education: An Example from a Multistate Project
   *Christine K. Sorensen*
   As distance education removes geographic boundaries to education, the locus of control for education will shift from communities to states and regions. This case study describes how community colleges in Iowa played a key role in the identification of needs and development of standards in a multistate distance education venture.
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   *Sally M. Johnstone, Stephen Tilson*
   The idea of the virtual university as a university without boundaries has significant implications for the mission of the community college. In the virtual environment, the community college will have an increasingly critical role as a center of local support and as an advocate of local interests.
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   *Barbara Gellman-Danley*
   Colleges and universities preserve their authority to credential through a system of peer review and accrediting bodies. As distance education changes our views of quality education, accrediting agencies are reviewing and assessing their criteria in ways that will ultimately influence quality standards for community colleges.

   *Marina Stock McI Isaac, Jeremy Rowe*
   The development of technology often outpaces the development of policy. In an age of distance learning when information is easily accessible, the relationship between ownership and access is malleable. Community colleges have an important role to play in the development of policies that attempt to balance the tension between ownership and open access.
10. Distance Education and the Community College: From Convention to Vision

Connie L. Dillon, Rosa Cintrón

Many of our questions about the effectiveness of distance learning are no longer relevant in the new telecommunications environment. This chapter reviews the literature to examine old and new questions designed to help us use technology to shape the future with a new vision of educational effectiveness.
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The place of postsecondary education in twenty-first-century education depends upon its ability to harness the power of technology to offer educational opportunity without the constraints of time, distance, or individual differences. However, despite a considerable body of research attesting to its effectiveness, distance education lingers on the periphery of higher education practice. We have come to realize that the adoption of distance education in higher education depends not upon a rational system that eagerly embraces the latest research, but rather upon a political system designed to mediate among many competing values. The failure to integrate distance education is not a failure of research, but rather a function of the combined effects of federal, state, and institutional policies that discourage educational change. Institutional reward structures promote convention rather than innovation. State policies fund teaching rather than learning, and federal policies fund credits rather than outcomes. Thus issues of policy rather than issues of effectiveness will ultimately determine the place of distance education in higher education.

The question we must ask today is not whether we can afford to use telecommunications in higher education, but rather whether we can afford not to. For unlike past developments, the revolutionary change promised by technology is not a change emanating from within higher education; it is a change from outside. The name of that change is competition—competition from educational providers unfeathered by state regulation, costly infrastructure, or geography who can tap into our faculty, our libraries, and our authority to credential (Goldstein, 1993).

The community college is an appropriate focus for this book because, if predictions of fundamental change come true, it will be the community college that will define that change. Emerging early in the twentieth century as a response to the demands of an increasingly literate society, the community college thrives on change. Historically, community colleges have had “no traditions to defend, no alumni to question their role, no autonomous professional staff to be moved aside, no statements of philosophy that would militate against taking on responsibilities for everything” (Cohen and Brawer, 1996, pp. 2–3).

The open-door mission brought to the community college students with diverse interests, needs, and abilities. This diversity fostered a climate of innovation, a faculty focused singularly upon teaching, and a responsiveness to instructional technology unique within public education (Cohen and Brawer, 1996). It is the community college that has embraced classroom computer technology, using computer-based labs and classrooms at nearly twice the rate of
public universities. Likewise, it is the community college that has demonstrated the greatest use of and commitment to the application of the distance education technologies (Lever-Duffy and Lemke, 1996; Brey, 1991). If distance education requires us to transform our vision of teaching and learning, that vision will be largely defined by the community college.

This volume is composed of a series of chapters that address the policy implications of distance education for the community college. The chapters include case studies, research, and literature reviews designed to provide practical and generalizable responses to the emerging telecommunications environment by states, regions, and institutions.

In Chapter One, Arlene Parisot discusses the impact of distance education upon faculty. She reports the findings of a study that examined the teaching styles of community college faculty and explores the institutional factors that influence the change in teaching distance education requires. In Chapter Two, Douglas Lape and Patricia Hart report findings from a study of attitudes toward distance education, and suggest that differences among leadership groups must be addressed if educators are to make optimal use of distance education in the community college. In Chapter Three, Patricia Kovel-Jarboe uses a study of state system policy development in Minnesota to explore the role of the community college in state system planning.

In Chapter Four, Suzanna Spears and Randy Tatroe discuss the role of state policy in encouraging the development of partnerships between community colleges, rural schools, and telecommunications providers. This chapter is a case study of the development of one such partnership in the state of Colorado. In Chapter Five, Patrick Dallet and John Opper present a case study describing Florida's plans to use distance education at the community college to meet increased demands with fewer resources. They discuss how fundamental changes in views of teaching and learning require fundamental changes in approaches to conceptualizing education.

In Chapter Six, Christine Sorensen describes the criteria used to evaluate distance education in Iowa and how the community college can serve as an advocate of local needs in a system that is increasingly defined by state, multistate, and national issues. In Chapter Seven, Sally Johnston and Stephen Tilson describe the concept of the virtual university, provide an example of the development of one such university—the Western Governors University (WGU)—and discuss the implications for the community college. In Chapter Eight, Barbara Gellman-Danley summarizes the findings of a research study designed to examine how the regional accrediting associations are addressing quality assurance in the age of distributed learning. Chapter Nine, by Marina McIsaac and Jeremy Rowe, explores the impact of the tension between the constitutional right to property from which current copyright policy has evolved and the culture of intellectual sharing that dominates higher education practice. They summarize the current status of federal copyright law and provide a summary of principles institutions can use to guide the development of insti-
tutional copyright policies. Finally, in Chapter Ten the editors review the current research on distance education and the community college and explore today's answers from the perspective of tomorrow's questions.
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This chapter examines the variables that affect the adoption or rejection of distance education by community college faculty and proposes a model to support changes in faculty roles required by the adoption of technology.

Distance Education as a Catalyst for Changing Teaching in the Community College: Implications for Institutional Policy

Arlene H. Parisot

Change is the most pervasive force in current postsecondary educational institutions. In this environment, community colleges view themselves as a cost-effective alternative in providing the education and training necessary to enter today's technology-driven job market. Even though community colleges are "grappling with eroding budgets, demographic shifts, and diversity," it is time to "get serious about technology's role on campuses—its place in relation to curricula and how it will impue: t those who learn" (Phelps, 1994, p. 25).

Faculty are crucial to implementation of any new technological change. However, little has been done to understand the changing role of faculty in adapting to technology and the changes in the psychological and physical environment promised by distance learning. Therefore, a more thorough understanding of the faculty experience in the distance learning environment is important to the formulation of institutional policies designed to guide the diffusion of distance learning into the teaching process.

This chapter describes the results of a qualitative case study (Parisot, 1995) designed to shed light on the factors that influence faculty decisions relative to the adoption of distance learning technologies and ultimately the factors that influence changes in teaching style. The findings of this study led to the development of a conceptual framework for consensus building, a model that can be used to link the development of institutional policy to the changing role of faculty in the distance learning environment. The consensus-building model is
designed to guide community colleges as they seek to reframe institutional policies for the distance learning environment.

The Structure of the Study

The study was designed to assess the teaching styles of faculty, current faculty use of technology, and the factors that influence the acceptance or rejection of distance technologies. The population of the study were faculty of a public community college. A purposeful sample (Patton, 1987) of twenty-seven participants was identified from a roster of one hundred faculty members. The sample was selected to include a variety of disciplines, gender diversity, and both full-time faculty and faculty who held joint administrative positions.

Data were collected using both qualitative and quantitative methods. All participants were interviewed to assess their current use of technology, their perceptions of the impact of technology on their teaching and student learning, and the factors that encouraged or discouraged their use of technology. Interview data were analyzed using qualitative content analysis techniques to identify themes. Quantitative data were collected using the Principles of Adult Learning Scale (PALS), an instrument designed to assess preferences for teacher-centered or student-centered approaches to teaching (Conti, 1985). The overall PALS score can range from 0 to 220. The mean for the instrument is 146 with a standard deviation of 20. High scores represent a preference for student-centered approaches, in which the decisions of content and methods are shared by teachers and learners; and low scores represent a preference for teacher-centered approaches, in which the teacher assumes the primary authority for the class structure.

Findings

The Principles of Adult Learning Style instrument was completed by twenty (74 percent) of the participating faculty. The analysis of these data indicated a strong teacher-centered orientation. The scores ranged from 91 to 176 with a group mean of 123.48, which is 1.1 standard deviation below the mean for the instrument.

The interviews produced a qualitative description of the community college as a changing institution, with diffusion of technology described as occurring within specific departments rather than across the institution as a whole. Technology was viewed primarily as an enhancement of teaching rather than a vehicle for changing the ways of teaching. Faculty expressed concerns about the benefit to students and learning. The interviews revealed a range of opinions regarding the impact of technology on the role of the teacher in the classroom. Some saw it as a challenge to be met while others viewed it as a threat.

The faculty identified three major factors that would encourage the use of technology: role modeling, faculty involvement, and support. Role modeling was a primary motivational factor in the adoption and diffusion of technology.
Opinion leaders, those individuals who were able to influence others' attitudes over behavior (Rogers, 1983), were of importance to this process of behavior change. From the faculty perspective, being a decision maker in the process of developing and implementing a technology plan assured relevancy of the technology to the task and reduced fear of loss of authority or position. Issues of concern included convenient access to equipment, timely training programs, availability of technical expertise and administrative support, and appropriate incentives.

Barriers to embracing the use of technology as an instructional tool centered on the investment of time needed to develop new programs, as well as on attitudinal factors. Many faculty felt intimidated by technology and were concerned about a loss of control and comfort with standard practices.

The findings of this study are compatible with Rogers' diffusion of innovation theory (1983). Rogers identifies five characteristics of innovation that can explain the rate of adoption. These are complexity, compatibility, observability, trialability, and perceived relative advantage. According to the faculty interviewed for this study, the technology needs to be easy to use. It must be consistent with existing values, and there needs to be a real value beyond use of technology for its own sake. Faculty must also be able to try it, they need to observe others using it, and they must view it as better than what they have now. Faculty also tend to be teacher-centered in their approach to teaching and tend to view technology as an aid to support current teacher-centered strategies rather than as a vehicle for changing approaches to teaching.

Discussion
The results of this study provided insight into the process needed to design institutional policies that will encourage the use of technology. Based on the findings, a conceptual framework for consensus building was developed. The framework encompasses four areas: first, acknowledgment provides recognition of the need to change and is used to create a shared vision. Awareness is fostered during the knowledge- and agreement-building process, in which the potential impact of technology is examined and debated. Third, acculturation guides new ways of thinking about teaching and learning. Finally, affirmation represents the value-building process in which the faculty make a commitment to participate in the adoption of technological innovation. This conceptual framework serves as the guide for developing an institutional blueprint of policy formation for distance education.

Acknowlegment: The Vision-Building Process. Acknowledgment of the need for change by all segments of the institution is an important first step toward establishing a philosophical base supporting changes in policy. Institutionwide involvement is imperative for building such a vision and faculty are pivotal in that they must become stakeholders and assume a sense of ownership for the process of integrating technology into the educational delivery system. As one faculty-administrator interviewed in this study stated, "I think that
it is important that faculty have the kind of technology they ask for rather than hearing there is this new thing out there, you ought to be using it. When it comes from without, it is not as encouraging as it would be if we were to have a real need for this. There should be a real give and take. Real faculty involvement is a must" (Parisot, 1995, p. 100). Another faculty member of this community college said, "I want to have more input into what is going on. I am afraid that decisions are made without us being involved. I am afraid we are going to lose jobs and things like that" (p. 100).

**Awareness: The Knowledge-and Agreement-Building Process.** Rogers's (1983) model of the innovation-decision process begins with the Knowledge Stage, when the individual (or unit) is made aware of the innovation and gains some understanding of its function. During this phase, the information that is sought is of three types: software information (what the innovation is and how it works), how-to knowledge (techniques needed to use an innovation properly), and principles knowledge (the underlying principles of how the innovation works) (Rogers, 1983, p. 167). With knowledge of the innovation, the individual (or unit) moves toward the Persuasion Stage and forms a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward the innovation. It is at this point that the attitude toward the innovation is affective rather than cognitive, and the individual questions personal consequences and impact.

In opposition to Rogers's model of a process by which decisions are reached in regard to adoption of an innovation, the standard approach that educational institutions have initiated to integrate complex instructional technologies into the classroom has been to buy these technologies and simply make them available. From this view, "there is little more to be done except to let teachers get on with practicing their craft as they have always done" (Moore, 1993, p. 1).

In the real world, however, the "attitudinal issues—how people perceive and react to these technologies—are far more important now than structural and technical obstacles in influencing the use of technology in higher education" (McNeil, 1990, p. 2). Technology is viewed as a force to be tamed. Attitudinal issues such as intimidation, resistance to change, and loss of comfort zone do much to discourage the use of technology. This is shown by the response of a computer information systems instructor: "The problem is continuing to glorify technology: continuing to see it as something other than just another tool. If people see it as just another tool, that is good because they can approach it as you would a piece of paper. If they approach it as this larger than life thing, then they would be intimidated by it" (Parisot, 1995, p. 103). From the viewpoint of one computer science faculty member, resistance to using technology may just be a matter of fear and the result of "a phenomenon called cyberphobia or fear of technology" (p. 103).

Building awareness and knowledge can be accomplished by incorporating Rogers's components of trialability, relative advantage, and compatibility into the process. For adoption of technological innovation to occur, there must be opportunities to experiment with the technology. A language instructor saw a
need to see how it works. "I am like a student, I need to be exposed to good stuff" (Parisot, 1995, p. 104). A nursing administrator believed that "Once they got hooked on it, you can't stop them" (p. 105). Also there is a need to understand the relative advantage of using technology. A computer information systems faculty member stated, "Why I don't use it in the classroom is because I haven't seen where it is giving me some big advantage over just writing on the board and no one has shown me why it is better" (p. 105). It must be consistent with existing values: "Changing for change's sake is not worth it. There has to be a real value that goes beyond technology" (p. 115).

**Acculturation: The Decision-Building Process.** Acculturation—the process of adopting the traits and patterns of a new way of teaching and learning—can only be successful when the underlying philosophy for the process recognizes that "people will act in terms of what they perceive to be available to them in any given situation; that is they will act in terms of what they perceive as possible" (MacKer and Braskamp, 1986, p. 40). Also the option needs to be perceived as acceptable and tied in with what is right and proper—judgments that are based in large part on one's membership in particular sociocultural groups and the roles one plays. Emphasis on cognition in understanding motivation underscores the importance of internal thoughts regarding the self as well as the situation in encouraging a positive attitude toward a new learning experience (Parisot, 1995).

When examining the motivational components necessary for the teacher as an adult learner to engage in situations that require change, it is important to analyze the thoughts that the individual constructs regarding the self and the situation. Thoughts about self center on the judgment of significant others, feelings of self-confidence, and self-determination. Thoughts about the situation focus on whether it is considered a viable option and whether it is acceptable in relation to the individual's value system and the social environment in which the situation would occur. As an example, if thoughts regarding the teacher's role in the classroom and the nature of the learner are based on traditional pedagogy, then—as one arts administrator who was also a faculty member believed—using innovative technology might require relinquishing the power that being the provider of information affords. To be a facilitator requires faculty to move from a teacher-centered role into a learner-centered role. "I think that fear comes from some people's inability to relinquish the personal power that is information. As technology becomes more accessible, it will democratize education from the student's point of view. Faculty have to see themselves as the facilitator not a storer" (Parisot, 1995, p. 97).

Technology-based instruction is essentially mediated instruction, therefore the technology is interposed between student and teacher and between student and student (Florini, 1989, p. 49). Teachers will need to collaborate with technicians and program developers, which could affect a teacher's perception of autonomy and teaching style. An arts and humanities administrator identified as having a learner-centered orientation to the delivery of instruction had relevant advice for others: "Maybe we ought not to be lecturing, ought not to be
using the technology to make an outmoded pedagogical medium like lecture to be attractive. This concerns me. The students are sitting there and instead of passively listening to an instructor and taking notes, they are passively watching a presentation and taking notes. If we are not careful, technology is going to take us forward into the 19th century rather than forward to the 21st century” (Parisot, 1995, p. 96).

An arts and humanities faculty member was also prepared to actively engage in change: “If I can be replaced in the classroom, it will take place and should take place. Perhaps what that will do will be to free me up to be more creative in other ways and take on new roles in the classroom that I couldn’t take on before. I welcome having some of the drudgery taken away... anything you can do to make me more efficient, then do it” (p. 95).

This study found evidence of a willingness to look at alternatives to teacher-centered approaches. In reference to the PALS instrument itself, one faculty member commented: “Some (many really) of the questions are causing me to review my methods” (p. 117).

Developing an awareness of teaching style and the philosophical foundation upon which it is shaped could allow for development of “a personally constructed model to help teachers make effective instructional use of technology without sacrificing important aspects of their teaching style” (Florini, 1989, p. 51). Being able to evaluate the compatibility of one’s teaching style with technology as a delivery mechanism would foster adoption and diffusion of technology across the instructional environment. It might also provide the stimulus for making a paradigm shift from a teacher-centered to a learner-centered style. One faculty member expressed a desire to make this transition in exactly those words—“I want to get away from teacher-centered and evolve toward learner-centered” (Parisot, 1995, p. 117).

In moving faculty toward a decision to adopt technology, role modeling or peer observation is a primary motivational factor. Rogers’s innovation-decision process defines the Decision Stage as occurring when the individual (or unit) takes steps toward making a choice to adopt or reject the innovation. Most individuals do not adopt an innovation without trying it first, though some individuals will accept trial by a peer as a substitute for a personal trial of the innovation prior to adoption (Rogers, 1983). A computer science instructor said, “I need to see success. I like to see other instructors trying something. I would be more encouraged by seeing a peer develop it.” (Parisot, 1995, p. 99). An arts and humanities faculty member simply said, “I need a role model” (p. 99). Opportunities for faculty to observe and interact with peers who successfully employ technology are a major motivational factor in encouraging use of technology.

To achieve acculturation, the process of adopting the traits and patterns of a new way of teaching and learning, the individual must be able to perceive that it is possible and that it has value within the immediate sociocultural group. Acculturation is the decision-building process. As such, it promotes examination of the teaching-learning transaction and the philosophical foun-
dation upon which it is based to encourage building a teaching model compatible with technology. Institutional policy that promotes faculty acceptance of technology as an instructional tool must give consideration to the components necessary for the teacher as an adult learner to engage in situations that require change.

**Affirmation: The Value-Building Process.** Affirmation of an action or belief requires positive declaration. Affirming the decision by faculty to participate in the adoption of technological innovation, with its accompanying potential for changing the teaching and learning process, requires the institution to recognize the value and worth of that decision.

Rogers's Implementation Stage is the point at which an individual (or unit) puts an innovation into use. This stage implies overt behavior as the new idea is implemented. This stage is important in that it is one thing for adoption to occur but quite another to actually use the innovation. The questions asked during this phase relate to access, use, and overcoming problems associated with use. It is at this time that support is necessary for success. Provision of timely faculty development programs, accessible equipment, available technical expertise, and appropriate incentives gives institutional value and worth to the decision by faculty to integrate technology into the instructional environment. One community college administrator understands what can encourage use of instructional innovation: “If you are looking at encouraging faculty to use technology, you have to provide training and release time. You can’t just say here it is, now go back to the classroom and use it. You have to give some type of release time, some type of reward, some type of training so they can produce something and they can see some type of benefit for themselves” (Parisot, 1995, p. 101).

Support as a motivational factor also means reevaluating the needs that new technologies engender. As a mathematics faculty member stressed, “We have to change the way we think about equipping instructors. Right now we have to use professional development dollars to upgrade. If I am interested in a piece of software and am willing to put in the time to learn it, they should hand it to me. I realize it is expensive, but we have to make it easy. It is a question of accessibility and support” (Parisot, p. 100).

The Implementation Stage ends when the innovation becomes institutionalized. The Confirmation Stage is the terminal stage in the innovation-decision process, when individuals seek reinforcement for the innovation decision already made, but run the risk of reversing the decision if conflicting information about the innovation is received. The adopter seeks to reduce dissonance but will react to information that leads to questioning the merit of the innovation. At this point the adopter may possibly discontinue use of the innovation (Rogers, 1983).

Dissonance may occur if the institution, in its management of faculty, does not recognize, reward, and support those willing to invest time and creativity to use technology as an instructional tool equally with those practicing traditional teaching. Faculty are encouraged “if the cost of support for the
technology is built in up front" and "if there is commitment from administra-
tion that money will be available to maintain the equipment" (Parisot, 1995,
p. 120). Affirmation as the value-building process requires positive declaration 
through policy to ensure institutionalization and continued use of technology 
within the instructional environment.

A Blueprint for Policy

Within this environment of change, institutions need to address the barriers 
that impede the adoption and use of distance technologies by faculty and build 
policy that encourages openness to new teaching methods, as well as changes 
in a college's organizational and administrative structure. In what manner and 
to what extent faculty will use technology as an instructional tool will be deter-
dined in large part by the leadership provided through institutional policy. 
The conceptual framework for consensus building presented in this chapter is 
a guide for institutions to define policy within an environment of change.

Acknowledgment of the need for change, the vision-building process, is 
the first step toward achieving consensus. All segments of the campus must be 
included in the development and implementation of a technology plan for an 
educational institution to assure shared ownership and responsibility for the 
stated outcomes of a coordinated plan.

Awareness guides the knowledge and agreement-building process, and is 
enhanced when faculty receive comprehensive training in the use of specific 
technologies, as well as access to current research or successful practices relating 
to technology and student learning outcomes. Such training and knowledge will do much to overcome the attitudinal barriers that discourage use of technology.

Acculturation to new ways of teaching and learning, the decision-
building process, is realized through providing opportunities for professional 
development and peer role modeling. Professional development needs to be 
designed to allow faculty to examine teaching styles and the philosophical 
foundations upon which they are based.

Peer role modeling suggests that trained faculty will in turn become the 
role models for others and the interpersonal communication channels that 
serve to influence the decision of members of their social system to adopt the 
innovation. Institutions should identify faculty members who are considered 
opinion leaders—individuals able to influence other individuals' attitudes or 
 overt behavior in a desired way (Rogers, 1983, p. 248).

Affirmation of the commitment to participate in the adoption of technolog-
ical innovation, the value-building process, is solidified through development 
of academic policies that focus on the management of faculty. Creating a 
team approach to the design of courses integrating technology, providing 
release time for faculty to participate in the design of new models of teaching, 
initiating discussion roundtables focusing on teaching, learning, and technol-
ygy, and recognizing and rewarding faculty innovators in the design and deliv-
ery of courses through technology will do much to convey the value that institutions place on the commitment by faculty to engage in using technology as an instructional tool.

The growth of technology in education will place demands on institutions to provide an infrastructure that encourages faculty acceptance and continued use of technology as a viable instructional tool. Faculty acceptance will be the key to successful integration of technology into the teaching and learning process. Faculty acceptance will not occur in an institutional vacuum. Institutions must begin to reassess policies designed for traditional classroom teacher-centered approaches to learning and develop policies that address the capabilities that the new technologies have for meeting the needs of the twenty-first-century learning environment.
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This chapter describes a study that examines differences in levels of awareness of distance education among key community college leadership groups.

Changing the Way We Teach by Changing the College: Leading the Way Together

Douglas H. Lape, Patricia K. Hart

Community colleges are expected to meet the changing needs of the communities they serve through open access, a high-quality and diverse curriculum, and an array of alternative delivery systems that accommodate increasingly complex student lifestyles. But distance education requires fundamental changes in traditional approaches to education, changes that require both understanding and acceptance of the possibilities distance technologies offer. Verduin and Clark (1991) report that administrators and faculty who use distance education feel confident about the methodology and request its use. Conversely, educators with little awareness or understanding about distance education systems tend to question its viability and effectiveness.

Distance education requires the reconceptualization of institutional policies. If policy is the vehicle institutions use to realize their goals, then leadership is the ability to unite the people in an organization toward a common goal (Uveges, 1971). Changing institutional policy to realize the goal of individualized, student-centered learning promised by distance education requires the support of all community college leadership groups. Before institutional policies can be changed, we must determine what our leaders know about distance education, the importance they place on distance education methods, and whether or not differences exist among the various leadership groups. This study assesses the level of awareness and understanding of distance education of key community college leaders and differences within key leadership groups.
The Structure of the Study

The population of the study is selected leaders from the twenty-nine community colleges in the state of Michigan. The five leadership groups identified are the president, the chief financial officer, the dean of liberal studies, the chair of the social science division (as a representative of the faculty), and the media service director.

These five groups were identified as representative of the key leadership positions in the community college system for the following reasons. The support of the president is an important factor in the success or failure of an innovation, since it is the president, working with the board of trustees, who recommends policies and procedures that provide the framework for program development for the college. The support of the chief financial officer is critical because the implementation of distance education requires a considerable investment in infrastructure and capital. The dean of liberal studies was selected as representative of the chief academic officers based upon the assumption that these deans would be more conservative in their acceptance of technology than deans of occupational programs. The chair of the social science division was selected as most representative of faculty because social sciences is a requirement for most degree programs. In addition, research indicates that the support or resistance of department chairs and division directors is an important variable in instructional change (Kozma, 1985; Tucker and Bryan, 1989). The media service directors and their staff provide the technical expertise, equipment support, and training required to implement innovative distance education technology.

Participants in the study received a mailed questionnaire consisting of items with discrete closed responses (yes, no, I don’t know), items with continuous Likert scale responses (1 to 5 scales ranging from strongly agree to disagree), and one open response item. The survey items were identified based on a review of the literature concerning the factors that need to be considered when building support for the implementation of distance education: planning, curricula, and cost (Levine, 1992; Clark, 1993; Bunting, 1989; Dillon, 1989; Kozma, 1985).

Analysis of variance, using the SPSS statistical data analysis software, was used to determine if the means of the leadership groups were equal. Post hoc multiple comparison procedures were used to determine which pairs of groups appeared to have different means. Differences in the pairs of means were identified using the least-significant difference (LSD) test.

A total of 145 surveys were distributed to the five leadership groups at the twenty-nine community colleges in the state of Michigan. Survey responses were received from twenty-seven of the twenty-nine community colleges—116 individual responses, a response rate of 80 percent. The return rates for the five leadership groups ranged from 68.9 percent (n = 20) for the finance officers to 93.1 percent (n = 27) for the deans. The remaining three groups—presidents, media directors, and chairs—each had return rates of 79.3 percent.
(n = 23). At least one of the respondents from twenty-five of the colleges was aware of distance education activities at that college. (All of the responding colleges do employ at least one distance education delivery system.)

Findings

The study findings are organized according to three predominant themes in the literature: planning, curricular issues, and cost-effectiveness in distance education. Planning includes needs assessment, policy barriers, and evaluation. Curricular concerns focus on the quality of the distance learning experience. Finally, cost-effectiveness and efficiency are factors in the selection of models to be used to assess the relative costs and benefits of distance education.

Planning for Distance Education. An important first step in planning is to determine if a need exists (Duning, Van Keke-rix, and Zaborowski, 1993). Although the findings of this study indicate that most respondents believe there is a need for distance education at their college, a majority did not base this belief on any known market analysis or supporting information.

Compatibility with institutional mission is necessary for successful distance education (Levine, 1992). When asked about the compatibility between the college mission statement and distance education, 89.7 percent of the respondents were positive. However, differences among the five leadership groups were significant at the 0.05 alpha level. Further analysis found that the means for the faculty were substantially different when compared to the means of the other four groups, with 30.4 percent of the chairs responding more negatively with regard to mission compatibility.

When asked if there were any policies or regulations that might serve as barriers to the success of distance education programs at their college, 32.8 percent responded positively. The most predominant barriers identified related to employment contracts (13.8 percent) and funding and tuition (5 percent each).

When asked if distance education courses should be evaluated differently from traditional courses, over one-third of the respondents (38.8 percent) responded affirmatively; while another 38.8 percent felt these courses should not be evaluated differently.

Curricular Issues in Distance Education. The responses indicated that the majority of survey participants felt that distance students performed as well as traditional students, a finding compatible with research. However, an analysis of variance identified significant differences among the leadership groups at the 0.05 alpha level. Further analysis found that the means for the chairs were substantially different, with chairs indicating the greater skepticism in the academic performance of distance students, and the greatest differences in means between the faculty and the deans.

The respondents agreed with the literature suggesting that distance education requires changes in teaching and in the presentation of content (Beaudoin, 1990; Verduin and Clark, 1991), with 95.7 percent of the respondents agreeing that distance education would change teaching practices of faculty.
Some research indicates that distance education limits the interaction between faculty and students (Markwood and Johnstone, 1992). Over 40 percent of the respondents felt that interaction would be limited in a distance setting, while 37 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed, and the remaining 18.1 percent were neutral or had no opinion.

With respect to the quality of nationally marketed, prepackaged courses, 42.3 percent of the respondents indicated that these courses are equal to courses prepared by campus faculty, and 20.7 percent disagreed. The remaining 33.6 percent were neutral or had no opinion. However, an analysis of variance found significant differences between the leadership groups on this item and further analysis found significant differences in the responses of chairs and deans. More chairs than deans felt that courses prepared by faculty were better in quality than prepackaged courses.

Survey responses were in agreement with the findings of a study by Dillon (1989), which found that distance education requires incentives for faculty participation, with 75.9 percent responding positively to this statement. Regarding the need for additional preparation and planning time for distance education courses, the majority of survey respondents (74.1 percent) indicated that faculty who taught distance courses needed additional time, and 12.1 percent disagreed.

Cost-Effectiveness and Efficiency of Distance Education. Relating the educational benefits of a course or program to the cost-effectiveness of delivering that course or program to remote sites is one of the key concerns with distance education, but one difficult to assess (Rumble, 1986). The cost-effectiveness of distance education requires an examination of the effectiveness of decision alternatives. When assessing the cost-effectiveness of distance education it is important to realize that placing a value on benefits to the various stakeholders is difficult (Ansari, 1992).

Although using telecommunications for distance delivery of courses is assumed to be expensive, the reality is that the costs range widely depending upon the technology used and the design of the system (Mace, 1982; Rumble, 1988; Levin, 1981; Levine, 1992; Duning, Van Kekerix, and Zaborowski, 1993). Some of the models used to assess the cost-effectiveness of distance education appear to address the costs of alternatives while ignoring the benefits. Other models assume that the benefits of the alternatives are equal (Mace, 1982; Duning, Van Kekerix, and Zaborowski, 1993; Hart, 1994).

Institutions planning to conduct cost and benefit studies will need to define the methods and model that will be best suited to their unique program goals and accepted by all leadership groups. The cost-effectiveness issues addressed in this study include whether distance education is cost-effective, whether both the costs and benefits of distance education courses should be considered, whether it is possible to compare costs of distance and traditional delivery, and finally whether the investment in distance education is a benefit to the faculty, staff, and students.
Regarding the cost-effectiveness of distance education, 75 percent of the respondents felt that distance education was cost-effective, compared to 6.9 percent who disagreed. In addition, the majority of respondents (92.3 percent) felt that both the costs and benefits of distance education should be computed to assess cost-effectiveness. To determine if the means of the leadership groups were equal, analysis of variance was employed. The differences in the population means between the five leadership groups and the survey questions were significant at the 0.05 alpha level. Further analysis found differences in the responses of the media service directors' group when compared to the remaining four groups, with 30.4 percent of the media service directors selecting a neutral response.

The majority of survey respondents (56 percent) disagreed with the statement that cost comparisons are useless due to differences in the cost structures of distance and traditional education. Concerning the benefit of distance education to faculty, staff, and students, 81.9 percent of the respondents indicated that distance education was beneficial. An analysis of variance found differences at the 0.05 alpha level between the five leadership groups regarding benefits of distance education. Further analysis found differences in the responses of chairs compared to the other four groups, with the chairs responding less favorably.

Conclusions

The findings of this study are important in two respects. The first is the identification of factors that may increase the likelihood of adopting distance education methods; and the second addresses factors that may impede the adoption of distance education.

The literature suggests that distance education will more likely be adopted if it is perceived to be compatible with the college mission, and perceived to be effective from both an academic and cost perspective. The results of this study found positive responses from the leadership groups with respect to all these factors, indicating in general that a positive climate exists for the adoption of distance education methods. In addition, all the leadership groups agreed that certain policies may serve as barriers to distance education, and all groups were able to identify potential barriers. A key factor in the acceptance of distance education is the recognition among leadership groups that changes in teaching patterns required by distance education must be accompanied by institutional incentives and support for planning and development of courses (Dillon, 1989; Levine, 1992; Duning, Van Keerix, and Zaborowski, 1993). All the leadership groups surveyed in this study recognized this need. Once a need is recognized, accompanying changes in the incentive and support systems become increasingly likely.

The findings of this study are compatible with the literature with regard to whether cost-effectiveness studies can be done (Rumble, 1988; Levin, 1981; Duning, Van Keerix, and Zaborowski, 1993) and with regard to the opinion
that cost-effectiveness needs to consider both benefits and costs (Duning, Van Kekerix, and Zaborowski, 1993; Ansari, 1992). The majority of respondents believe that comparisons between distance and traditional education are possible, and a substantial number of the survey respondents believe that the investment in distance education systems is a benefit to the faculty, staff, and students. However, in contrast to findings of a study by Gunawardena (1990) that found those implementing distance education do not believe it always a cost-effective alternative to traditional education, the majority of respondents in this study believe that distance education is cost-effective. Community colleges need to address the desired benefits of distance education for faculty, staff, and students, and it is important to recognize that both the perceived benefits and strength of these benefits varies among the different groups.

Second, the study also identified potential barriers to the adoption of distance education. Although the majority of respondents believed that distance education is needed at their institution, there was little supporting market analysis data. The findings indicate that community college leaders have not documented a need for distance learning. Distance education often requires a considerable investment of resources. All too often colleges embrace technology and then search for a need that fits the technology, rather than identifying a need and searching for the technology that fits the need. The practice of adopting technological solutions to perceived rather than real needs may result in an inefficient use of resources and a negative climate for innovation, a condition that makes the future of distance education somewhat precarious.

The findings of this study indicate that there are substantial differences between the chairs as representatives of the faculty and the other four leadership groups concerning perceptions of the effectiveness of distance education, with the greatest differences identified between chairs and the deans. Chairs expressed more doubts about the compatibility of distance education with the institutional mission than the other leadership groups. The chairs responded less positively than the other groups to the potential benefits of distance education. In addition, the chairs were less likely to believe that distance education courses were educationally effective. Although much of the research has found that the amount of interaction between faculty and students is increased through distance education (Brey, 1991; Moore, 1990; Markwood and Johnston, 1992; Coombs, 1992), the findings of this study indicate that all the leadership groups expressed concerns about the impact of distance learning on faculty-student interaction.

Organizational and instructional change is achieved by building trust and confidence and is hindered by conflict and apprehension (Bennis and Nanus, 1985). Administrators who see distance education as a means of improving services to their communities will need the support of the chairs who must embrace the use of distance technology. Without the support of all leadership groups, the practice of distance education will remain on the margin of practice in the community college. If, however, all leadership groups believe in the
viability of distance education, they will work collaboratively to implement these programs. This study identified some important areas of difference between chairs and other community college leadership groups. In the future, research must address the circumstances that contribute to differences among leadership groups. The involvement of all leadership groups will be necessary if community colleges are to make the transition from conventional approaches to visionary approaches for meeting the changing needs of the communities they serve.
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This chapter explores the role of the community college in the development of state policies regarding distance learning.

From the Margin to the Mainstream: State-Level Policy and Planning for Distance Education

Patricia Kovel-Jarboe

Until quite recently, most states have had few if any policies that addressed distance education. Institutions offering courses, degrees, and programs at a distance were often in the position of having either to argue about why they should be exempt from particular policies and procedures or to plead to be allowed to take advantage of opportunities that were largely closed to them and their students. To move distance education from the margin to the mainstream of higher education, policy and planning must address the unique needs of distance education providers and learners.

Community colleges will experience significant change as they adapt to the future. Gross (1995) states that the future of the "new" community college will be shaped by three factors—technology, society, and policy. Taylor and Maas (1995) identify more than a dozen characteristics of the community college of the future requiring adjustments in state higher education policy.

For the purpose of analysis and discussion of policy, this chapter adopts a stakeholder perspective. This approach means that one must know who the stakeholders are and understand their assumptions and expectations; it does not assume the dominance or preeminence of any one group or institution. Thus it can accommodate a wide variety of viewpoints (stakes) and interests (Kovel-Jarboe, 1990).

This chapter describes the major factors that emerged from the findings of a study supported by the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education and the State Higher Education Executive Officers (FIPSE/SHEEO) in the state of Minnesota. These factors must be addressed by states as they
develop policies designed to bring distance education into the mainstream of higher education.

Design of the Study

The FIPSE/SHEEO project was designed to examine possible changes in post-secondary education that would make education more cost-effective and learner-centered. Ultimately the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board became part of this multistate project. Under the sponsorship of SHEEO and with financial support from FIPSE, Minnesota's contribution to the project was an examination of the issues related to distance education.

Approximately two hundred faculty, staff, administrators, and students in Minnesota's public and private postsecondary institutions, including community colleges, were surveyed regarding four possible futures for higher education, ranging from "status quo" to dramatic change. The subjects were asked in forced-choice questions to indicate how attractive the future appeared to them, their peers, and their campuses.

Using response data, several policy areas were identified as having a significant interaction with distance education (Kovel-Jarvik, 1994). These included quality, student and academic support services, decision-making structures, mission, program and site approval, infrastructure, and financial aid.

Findings

These findings are consistent with other recent analyses. Notably, Hezel (1993) lists thirteen categories of policy requiring attention at the national or state level. Still others have argued the need for state-level policymaking in one or more areas related to the provision of distance education (Gillespie, Jonsen, and Witherspoon, 1987; McGill and Jonsen, 1987; Mugridge, 1996; Schweiger, 1994). In addition, a number of authors confine their policy discussions to technology and telecommunications (Dively, 1987; Gallagher and Hatfield, 1989; Reilly and Gulliver, 1995; Whittington, 1990). Overall, these issues are remarkably similar to the findings of a study conducted over a decade ago that addressed quality in "long distance learning via telecommunications." Sponsored by the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation and SHEEO, Project ALLTEL (Chaloux, 1985) included a series of recommendations that addressed consumer protection, learner outcomes, and various practices related to state authorization of distance learning.

Critical Policy Issues

The balance of this chapter examines the five broad policy clusters identified in the FIPSE/SHEEO study: quality; student support; human and financial resources; governance, mission, and programs; and infrastructure. Most of these policy areas intersect with institutional and state-level responsibilities,
while some are significantly affected by what happens in the federal policymaking arena.

**Quality Assurance.** Quality is a frequently cited concern associated with distance education. The very meaning of a course credit, degree, certificate, or other credential is perceived to be at risk unless appropriate measures are implemented to protect quality. But views of quality vary considerably, as do the approaches states might take in assuring it. Policymakers must be careful to make sure quality does not become a codeword for protectionism either by applying a higher standard to nontraditional delivery systems or by allowing a single body (regulatory agency, governing board, or faculty committee) to control the quality approval process.

Traditional strategies for controlling quality in educational offerings are primarily regulatory. They include registration, certification, and accreditation of programs and institutions. However, quality assurance is shifting from a tradition of regulation to one characterized as loosening or deregulating some or all higher education policies. Some state higher education agencies are considering shifting the emphasis away from oversight of programs and institutions; instead, the state would focus on educating the consumers of higher education. A number of factors are driving consideration of this strategy, including the difficulty of regulating program delivery in a technology-mediated environment, the movement to adopt a definition of quality that is consistent with the tenets of continuous quality improvement, and the lack of resources available to continue monitoring and oversight required in highly regulated systems. Distance education forces us to alter our understanding of the purpose of and audience for education, and policies must reflect that shift. Current quality indicators such as seat time or contact hours and requirements for predetermined outcomes may be meaningless in the distributed learning environment. Discussion of quality assurance must focus upon what is the best measure of student learning and how we can report this to the parties that have traditionally relied on transcripts, certificates, and other credentials.

Distance educators in community colleges should consider whether they or their students are disadvantaged by existing policies that address quality assurance. They already may be particularly attentive to policies that use time-to-degree or credit versus noncredit loads as part of funding formulae, as well as closely examining the way distant learners are counted for formula-funded activities. However, depending on the way in which distance learning opportunities are implemented, these larger and more fundamental issues may be of increasing concern to community colleges.

For instance, community colleges may value the quick response they can make to local community needs, perhaps assisted by learning packages developed elsewhere. They may also be constrained in developing their own course modules by lack of appropriate faculty expertise. Off-the-shelf courseware may also provide an attractive means of addressing rapidly fluctuating enrollments in particular fields. Smaller institutions may be at the greatest disadvantage if the use of purchased courseware is restricted, since they are the least likely to
have either the production facilities or technical expertise required to develop multimedia course materials and may be more affected by the factors described earlier.

Quality is clearly one area in which stakeholder assumptions and expectations will present many different perspectives. Conflicts are almost certain to arise in any policy debate even within the same group of stakeholders. An example: one student's measure of quality may be the option to carry community-college-earned credits into a four-year institution's degree program, while another student in the same course may expect a direct link between completing that course and moving into a job. Local industry perspectives of quality may differ substantially from a faculty member's perspective of quality. Perhaps the strongest strategy for addressing policies related to quality assurance is to ascertain each group's assumptions and expectations and involve them in the policy discussions.

Because the advent of distance education is pushing the limits of current policy and practice related to quality assurance, it may appear to some that distance educators and administrators are not concerned with quality and might wish to eliminate all attempts at regulation. If distance education is to move from the margin to the mainstream, distance educators must demonstrate that they are in favor of meaningful measures of quality (that is, learner achievement) that are applicable across teaching modes and learning activities.

**Student Support.** Student support policies include the entire range of institutional programs and resources that support student learning and personal development. Access to student support services has been shown to be a critical factor in learner success (Tinto, 1993; Voorhees, 1987). Learners must be able to choose among programs and institutions, and select from an array of delivery options and support services. Libraries, financial aid, advising, counseling, mentoring, and opportunities for social interaction with other learners and faculty are some of the support mechanisms important to student learning and development. Although these areas are generally considered the purview of the institution or campus, state policies become increasingly important as telecommunications increases opportunities for access.

Specific state policies may require educational institutions to meet a minimum level of support services. Some institutions may find contracting for certain distance learning services to be a cost-effective and high-quality alternative to administering the service using campus resources. For example, a community college that offers courses via computer (perhaps through a Web server) may arrange with a commercial computer center or even a computer retailer to provide "help desk" support for students who experience technical difficulties in configuring and using their equipment for course access. Also, state policies can encourage interinstitutional collaboration to maximize access. For instance, requiring a statewide library card—a card that provides access to all college library services for all students—or establishing minimum standards for receiving sites or learning centers are two examples of state-level responsibility. If an institution wishes to present its students with twenty-four-hour-a-
day, seven-day-a-week access to instruction, some may feel it is reasonable to expect that students will have the same hours of access to support services. Others may determine that more limited hours of service are appropriate. As protectors of consumer interests, state higher education agencies may become involved in these decisions.

Financial aid and other federal or state programs will require modification if they are to serve the needs of lifelong learners, many of whom will take advantage of the availability and convenience of off-campus programs. Some of the concerns associated with financial aid for distant learners have already engendered considerable discussion. Should so-called full-time students who take courses from multiple institutions during a single time period be eligible for aid? What about students who receive modular instruction, such as single units of instruction offered as remediation rather than courses? Do some of the emerging technology-based methods of delivering instruction to remote learners re-create a traditional classroom, thus gaining certain advantages for financial aid seekers? Or are they more like correspondence study, thus, in most cases, making financial aid far more problematic?

Other stakeholders with concerns in the area of financial aid could include local lending institutions and state banking authorities. Community college staff (librarians, advisers, and so on) form another group with definite interests in any policy changes related to academic and support services. The diversity of the community college student population will also bring a diversity of learning styles, motivation, and technological competence. Community colleges may also have high percentages of part-time learners—already at a disadvantage in securing financial aid and access to technology. For these reasons, community colleges must begin to marshal the data available on their students' particular needs and quickly introduce them in policy debates.

**Human and Financial Resources.** Even the most cursory review of the literature on institutional change suggests that little if any benefit will be derived from the tremendous potential associated with distance education without considerable attention to human development. Faculty must be able to choose to use and adapt instructional technology and institutions must be able to choose when and how to implement distance education. Human and financial resources may appear to be primarily internal to the institution, yet collective bargaining agreements, faculty productivity, and resource allocation are examples of issues in which state policies may come into play.

Important policy considerations include how to compensate faculty for distance teaching, whether through incentive pay or reduced course loads. In addition, the terms under which courseware may be developed, marketed outside the institution, or used after the developer ceases to be employed by the institution are also important issues. Questions such as how many students can and should be accommodated in a single course offering are of vital interest to faculty.

Sometimes these policies will give less emphasis to regulating or restricting activities and more attention to allowing or encouraging certain activities.
Faculty accustomed to the relative security of the classroom may find the increased visibility of telecommunications teaching a source of anxiety. Likewise, the shift from the autonomy of traditional teaching to team approaches to learning may cause faculty to struggle with their roles and relationships with nonprofessional and even nonacademic support personnel. Distance learning requires that faculty adopt new roles and responsibilities. Policies that address faculty development will help make the transition to the new learning environment an opportunity for faculty rather than a threat.

From the foregoing it is easy to see why faculty governance bodies such as faculty senates and collective bargaining organizations are beginning to express concerns about the impact distance education policies will have on the conditions of faculty employment. When distance learning is a marginal aspect of campus life, it is tempting to offer incentives (often monetary) to entice faculty to design and deliver distance education offerings. In many cases this can be done without implementing new policy. As distance learning comes to represent the mainstream of instructional practice, the incentive structure may change (or disappear), and new policies will almost certainly be required.

Important financial issues to be addressed include what distant learners should pay—a convenience or equipment surcharge or a differential tuition (either higher or lower than on-campus students), or a fee for services and activities available to on-campus students—and how these revenues are to be distributed.

When multiple institutions are involved in jointly providing a distance education program, state policy may deal with the question of who earns credit for the headcount, a particular concern in jurisdictions in which headcount accounts for a sizable portion of state-level funding (Toby Levine Communications, 1992).

**Governance, Mission, and Programs.** Geographic service areas have been implicit in much of the policy relating to institutional mission. Policies have often been more about differentiating among types of institutions in a specific locale and less about duplication of programs in various parts of the state. As it has become feasible to deliver courses, programs, and whole degrees without regard to the location of the learner, mission may be acquiring a new meaning. Notions of duplication, overlap, and uniqueness shift dramatically with permeable geographic boundaries.

With both traditional and emerging institutions providing virtual instruction, and with credit banks poised to offer degrees, states begin to face the question of what constitutes a postsecondary institution. For example, should at least some of the education provided in the workplace under the auspices of the employing organization be usable toward a degree or credential?

Just as regulatory bodies and legislatures developed reciprocity agreements to expand educational choice and access in their jurisdictions, they will have to deal with the opportunities and challenges created by the transparency of state (and national) boundaries to distance education. Some state policies, such as those relating to service areas, may be abandoned in favor of a tighter rein
on marketing, advertising, and recruitment. Other states may deal explicitly with the issue of competition by developing mechanisms to referee disputes and conflicts. Still other states will focus their efforts on ensuring that distance education programs have a reasonable expectation of continuity (that students who matriculate will be able to complete the program) and that state-provided resources are used efficiently and, perhaps, equitably. In other words, the concern will be with fiscal accountability.

Another way in which states have responded to the growth of distance education programs and courses is to develop new policies governing transfer of credit. Some states have implemented so-called transfer curricula to facilitate the adoption of two-plus-two agreements between community colleges and four-year institutions. The particular policy issues that arise depend on the model of distance education that a state or institution has adopted. One state might choose an approach that makes it easy for students to collect and transfer credits from multiple institutions back to a home campus. Another state may decide that the best way to serve student needs is to cross-list courses at multiple institutions, so students do not need to transfer credits. Under the second model, does the instructor become a de facto employee of each institution listing the course? Or, might the faculty member remain affiliated with a single institution but be selected and evaluated with the participation of faculty (and students) from all campuses listing the course?

Policies may involve state-level agreement about the broad transferability of a core of courses, common course numbering schemes, and restrictions on which institutions may offer particular (usually introductory) courses. Such policies may apply only to courses offered at a distance (the situation in Oregon as related by Toby Levine Communications) or to those offered comprehensively. State policy may also take the form of simplifying the processes and requirements that individual institutions use to manage the transfer of credit. As noted earlier, some institutions may address related issues through the development of partnerships such as two-plus-two programs.

**Infrastructure.** Important policy considerations include facilities (studios, classrooms, other sites); technologies (hardware, networks, and software other than courseware); and funding strategies. While finance (discussed in an earlier section) generally has to do with institutional income streams, funding strategy centers on identifying and allocating specific monetary resources to the acquisition, maintenance, and replacement of equipment and facilities that are not used exclusively by a single student or course.

Higher education has yet to find the best formula for funding the development of distance education and instructional technology. Good policy could help establish the right mix of direct public investment, institutional reallocation, and learner fees to support the development, expansion, and maintenance of learning technologies, including the networks that support distance learning. Concomitantly, policy must also address the related issues that arise—telecommunications pricing and the cost to access the information infrastructure. The state policy role may be less important than federal regulation but it is
nonetheless influential. State-level education policy that identifies specific services (such as ISDN or ATM) as preferred for the delivery of distance education can, according to Gallagher and Hatfield (1989), create buying power and thus more favorable terms and conditions for that state’s purchasers. Another important issue for states is how public utility commissions will address definitions of universal service, rate of return, and regulation that might support distance learning.

Traditional institutions, as well as institutions that target distant learners exclusively, deliver courses, programs, and degrees to students through a broad array of technologies and partnerships. The processes formerly used to approve learning sites will have to change dramatically if they are to continue to provide oversight for instruction that may move directly from the campus (or other originating site) to the learner at home or in the workplace. Rather than focusing primarily on location, approval processes may shift to address curricular coherence and to seek evidence that instructional strategies are appropriate to both content and delivery mechanisms.

The need for learning sites will likely continue. These may be today’s campuses retrofitted for independent learners and learning activities, or they may be learning sites located in community centers, places of employment, or other accessible facilities near concentrations of learners. Such centers may be of particular interest to community colleges working with significant numbers of low-income students or the unemployed, who are unlikely to have access through home or workplace to the many kinds of technologies that are used to deliver distance learning opportunities.

Distance learning networks created or acquired with state investment, whether managed within a higher education agency or separately established, are often governed by their own policies. Community colleges should expect to be actively involved in the development of network policies whenever they are participants in those networks. Network policies typically address questions of who has access, what are the program and scheduling priorities, whether or not usage or membership fees will be used to fund equipment replacement costs, and what network-associated costs are a local (campus) responsibility.

Conclusion

Most states are now engaged in or will soon be entering a period of highly active policymaking around issues and opportunities associated with distance education. The current level of activity can be attributed to the increasing importance of distance teaching and learning to the achievement of institutional missions, coupled with the lack of applicable existing policies. Community colleges, especially if they are newcomers to distance education, may wonder if their involvement in policymaking is the best use of limited resources. Also, if institutional representatives to state-level policymaking bodies are not well informed about their campus’s efforts in distance education,
they may not immediately understand the importance of these discussions to
the future of their institutions.

There are compelling reasons for community colleges to be leading play-
ers in the state-level policymaking arena. The interaction of campus (institu-
tional) policy and state-level policy is a dynamic process. No institution can
do a worthy job of campus planning without an understanding of the govern-
ing state (and federal) policies. But, the reverse is also true: that is, state-level
policy is better when informed by campus practice and policy. If community
colleges are not represented in the process of policymaking, or if they are only
weakly represented, state policies as well as campus practices will be the poorer
for it.

How then might a community college prepare to participate in state-level
policymaking? One possibility is to plan for policymaking simultaneous to the
planning for distance education in general. As the shape of a distance educa-
tion program begins to emerge, key stakeholders should be identified and their
needs and expectations articulated. These can then be related to the broad pol-
icy categories discussed here. With planning complete, the community college
is prepared to implement effective strategies for accomplishing its policy-
related goals. Such an approach to distance learning policy may be necessary
to ensure the competitiveness of community colleges as educational providers
for the future.
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Using technology to develop new collaboration models can help in addressing the complex challenges of delivering comprehensive postsecondary programs in rural communities.

Seamless Education Through Distance Learning: State Policy Initiatives for Community College/K–12 Partnerships

Suzanna Spears, Randy L. Tatroe

Seamless education implies an educational system in which students can learn through multiple organizational frameworks. This means providing educational opportunities at home, in schools, or in the workplace in a system that integrates training, credit offerings, and mandatory education.

The concept of a seamless educational system linked by distance learning technology is particularly important to rural areas. In the tradition of the land-grant movement, distance education has served to extend learning opportunities to rural areas that lack the educational and information resources of colleges in urban settings. Even though new technologies can provide instant and immediate access to a full range of educational resources, rural communities fear that their needs will not be met as a result of inadequate incentives to develop telecommunications infrastructure in low-population areas (Rural Clearinghouse, 1994).

Given the changing needs of the learner and the growing number of rural residents demanding educational opportunities, partnerships between K–12 schools and community colleges are an important starting place in the exploration of the technological, political, and organizational factors needed to support a seamless education system. Such a system can best assure that students in both secondary and postsecondary institutions can access the education they need, providing a pathway for true lifelong learning.
Following a description of some successful partnerships, this chapter describes how Pikes Peak Community College (PPCC) extended educational opportunities to high school students in rural Colorado.

Exemplary Partnerships

Partnerships must be a part of the plan if we are to realize the potential of distance education as a vehicle for seamless education. However, the key to success requires new approaches to the organizational and policy issues that in the past have served as barriers to integration of services.

In Connecticut, a distance learning partnership involved three local high schools and a cable company, with the purpose of delivering foreign language courses to students. The participants were from an urban high school, an affluent suburban high school, and a high school in a small working-class town. This project was unique in that it demonstrated that telecommunications can be successful in bringing together students from diverse cultures and backgrounds (Pitkoff and Roosen, 1994).

In Texas, a partnership between Southwest Texas State University, San Marcos School District, and San Marcos Telephone Company was formed to help high school students improve their mathematics skills via a curriculum delivered by a fiber-optic network (Chavkin, Feyl, Kennedy, and Carter, 1994). The underlying premise was that schools cannot solve educational problems by themselves, and that families, schools, businesses, and communities must work together. Tutoring, offered both on site and through the interactive network, and a Homework Hotline were also part of the system. Unique to this partnership, and illustrative of the potential role of community services, was the participation of social workers who counseled and provided services to family members, teachers, and community agencies. Some participants believed this type of support was a contributing factor to student success.

The New Mexico Eastern Plains Interactive TV Cooperative was created in 1990, initiated by the local telephone company. This system allowed rural high schools to share curricula, provided college courses through a rural community college, and offered medical training and technical support with the participation of the Texas Tech Health Sciences Center in Lubbock (Sullivan, Jolly, Foster, and Tompkins, 1993).

In 1991, the State University of New York (SUNY), in concert with the U.S. Department of Education, several K–12 school districts, and two cable TV systems, developed a program to deliver interactive multimedia curricula to learners at home. Mathematics was given the highest priority. Two special elements of this project were that students took computer equipment home, and that participating teachers attended a five-day institute to prepare them to teach on TV. The program was sponsored by such diverse organizations as the New York State Theater Institute and the television production staff at SUNY. It was so successful that SUNY is now collaborating with other businesses and
local school districts and the Board of Cooperative Educational Services to
deliver similar programs (Benson, 1994).

The Pikes Peak Case Study

Pikes Peak Community College serves four counties in east-central Colorado
covering 4,539 square miles with a population of approximately 475,000.
Most of the service area is rural ranch land but approximately one-fifth is in
the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains. The population is concentrated in
the metropolitan area of Colorado Springs, but small towns dot the plains to
the east and the mountains to the west. Distance, lack of transportation, and
undictable weather add to the difficulties rural citizens encounter when
seeking high school courses and postsecondary education. PPCC has struggled
for years with the problem of providing educational services to the communi-
ties on the plains and in the mountains. Although the college was committed
to its mission of serving all communities, attempts to deliver on-site courses
to these sparsely populated areas frequently resulted in low enrollment or lack
of access to qualified faculty, and subsequent course cancellations. Technology
offered Pikes Peak a solution.

Technological Infrastructure:
The Power of Delivery Systems

The following delivery options are in use by PPCC and by one or more of its
partners.

Interactive Television. The Instructional Television Fixed Station (ITFS)
delivers live, interactive courses for college and high school students. Interac-
tivity is achieved through an audio bridge that connects distant learners at all
classroom sites with the instructor during the class period. Students at home
must call in on an 800 number to communicate with the instructor during the
class period.

Telecourses. Courses by nationally known telecourse producers are delivered
to the distant learner through local PBS stations or by the college’s ITFS station.

Internet. Courses using the Internet have been available since fall 1995.
Depending on the course structure, students interact with the instructor
through an e-mail address, and in some cases, communicate on-line in real
time through servers located at the college.

Print-Based Independent Study. For students who need maximum flexibil-
ity for course completion, several independent study courses were developed.
Student packets include a course syllabus with expected student outcomes;
instructions for course completion, testing, and contact with faculty; textbooks,
workbooks, and other research and supplemental materials.

Audio-Graphics. Computer-generated graphics were delivered over regu-
lar telephone lines. Students interacted with the instructor and other students
through an audio bridge. Courses were developed with a grant from the Colorado Department of Education.

On-Site Delivery. When a group of ten qualified individuals was available at a site, the college provided a faculty member to teach a course at that location.

Driving the Partnership: The Needs of the Lifelong Learner

Current career development models in both the K–12 and the postsecondary environments identify the individual as a lifelong learner. The skills and competencies used today may no longer serve in tomorrow’s workplace, so an educational system is needed that allows us to gain necessary skills and competencies regardless of location. This model allows students of various ages, education and experience backgrounds, and geographic locations to access the education and training needed to continue to be active citizens.

State Policy Forces. During the late 1980s, the Colorado Department of Education recommended that K–12 school districts look at articulation agreements with local community colleges to provide programs that could offer both general and technical education. Funds were running short in state coffers and new legislation had significantly changed the way school districts would receive funding. Articulation agreements were negotiated between individual school districts and their local colleges to provide a pathway for students to move between these two entities, carrying credits from high school to college, or completing some college credits before graduating from high school. The primary purpose was to share resources such as faculty among school districts and colleges, and to offer a broad-based curriculum in all regions of the state.

While these issues were being addressed at the local level, the state legislature, the Colorado Commission for Higher Education, and statewide committees of the Colorado Community College and Occupational Education System were also putting together policies and initiatives that would encourage the growth of partnerships between K–12 and postsecondary institutions.

Colorado Post-Secondary Options Act. This piece of legislation required school districts to fund the costs of qualified high school students to take college courses on local college campuses, at college outreach centers, or through college programs offered at the high schools. The bill also required school districts and colleges to negotiate a reasonable cost for students to attend these courses. The courses were to be offered for both high school and college credit so that a student could take advantage of a broader curriculum than the high school might have been able to offer, and also allow the student to get a jump on college coursework. Another important facet of this program was that both the school districts and the community colleges were encouraged to allow qualified community members to enroll in the college courses that were offered at the high schools.
Colorado CORE Curriculum Agreement. Several forces worked together from 1986 to 1988 to develop a core curriculum of general education courses to be offered by the community colleges. This curriculum was designed to transfer to almost all of the state's four-year institutions to fulfill lower-division general education requirements. The core currently contains fifty-four courses and is reviewed annually by faculty representatives from the community colleges and four-year institutions. This policy provided a level of security for students who moved from community to community within the state, since they would be able to take their credits with them and continue with the same curriculum at their new schools.

Award of Credit for Standardized Exam. In 1987, the Colorado Community College and Occupational Education System convened a task force with representatives from each of the eleven State System Community Colleges to investigate the feasibility of a policy on credit for prior learning. In 1989, a permanent policy was approved after a one-year trial run. This policy established a system at all State Community Colleges that allowed adults with various backgrounds to have their experiences evaluated. If there was documented evidence of college-level learning, credit was to be awarded to the student. One method of evaluation was the use of standardized tests to include the CLEP, DANTES, and ACT/PEP. After implementation of the policy, it became evident that colleges were awarding different credits for the same tests. There was even use of differing scores for the award of credit. The Prior Learning Task Force took up the challenge of standardizing the courses, credits, and scores to be used in awarding credit.

State Reimbursement Procedures for Student Enrollment. A recent change to the reporting guidelines for Colorado's colleges and universities now allows for more flexibility with distance education enrollments in determining eligibility for state reimbursement dollars. If there is regular interaction between students and faculty, colleges can count enrollments, even if they should occur outside of an officially defined service area (as long as they are within the state). This expanded procedure provides an opportunity for school districts and colleges to work together to offer programs that benefit the students, faculty, and the local communities.

Regional Initiatives. Beyond the local community and the state level, three regional initiatives have emerged that have already influenced, or will influence the continued growth of this model.

Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE). In 1995, WICHE developed a set of principles to assess quality in distance education. By using these Principles of Good Practice for Distance Education Programs, a partnership can be sure that all areas of student and faculty support are included in a program plan. In addition, the implementation of the principles better assures that the distance education program provides a quality learning experience.

Western Governors University. In February 1996, the Western Governors Association developed a concept of a multifaceted partnership providing yet
another face to the seamless education system. Chapter Seven describes this partnership in more detail.

Going the Distance Project. In 1992, the Public Broadcasting System (PBS) realized that larger numbers of adults were taking advantage of college courses through partnerships between local PBS affiliates and postsecondary institutions in the areas they served. Over the next year, PBS worked with a group of experts representing higher education, telecourse producers, and telecommunications organizations to determine the feasibility of creating a two-year transfer degree program offered via public broadcasting. Pilot programming was announced in 1994, promising a new dimension of partnerships in seamless education.

The Development of the Partnership

The PPCC was approached by a private wireless cable company, American Telecasting, Inc. (ATI), interested in developing a partnership for the use of an Instructional Television Fixed Station (ITFS). ATI saw the provision of educational services as an important strategy for increasing its subscriber base. ATI provided the installation of the equipment at PPCC and eighteen school sites, technical support, and free access to the network.

Simultaneously, a consortium of school districts in the Pikes Peak region had received a grant from the Colorado Department of Education to develop and implement a series of courses over an educational network incorporating audio-graphic equipment. The school districts that were tied into the audio- graphic network invited PPCC to join them; their hope was that PPCC would deliver college courses over the system to complement the current high school offerings. PPCC began meeting with district representatives, acting as a liaison between the districts and the other community colleges that were offering courses over this system. This provided the district with the program access they were looking for.

In a further expansion of partnerships with K–12 educators, PPCC analyzed the vocational training it was offering to limited numbers of students in eighteen different school districts. The Area Vocational Program (AVP) primarily provided these services by busing students to the Colorado Springs campus. Some students were traveling as much as an hour and a half each way. The AVP provided another network for the College to use to assess the needs of schools and local communities. Representatives from most of the AVP school districts also sat on the Pikes Peak Region Consortium.

These three events became the foundation of the partnership that would eventually include eighteen school districts, a community college, representation from local businesses providing telecommunications services, and universities interested in participating in a seamless education system.

The model now offered high school curricula delivered from PPCC to the schools and into homes (over the wireless cable company’s system) in urban
and rural communities. These courses enabled districts to share in the cost of course delivery and expand their own offerings, even if they only had a few students interested in the content area. In addition, college courses were delivered over the system, providing access for high school students and adults from the community, regardless of the number of interested individuals. Since courses were delivered from the college's main campus, full- and part-time faculty were readily available to provide instruction. As more adults became interested in the program, the concept of credit for prior learning was included to allow the use of standardized tests for the completion of some of the degree requirements. Rural residents can now plan a program of lifelong learning that fits their needs and interests, as four-year institutions add access to upper-level and graduate coursework.

Currently in development is a program that will allow high school students to complete a two-year degree program at a distance, by taking college-level courses through a variety of delivery modalities during their traditional senior year and a fifth year. At the end of the fifth year, they will be awarded a two-year associate of arts degree from PPCC and a high school diploma from their home institution.

Another enhancement of the model has occurred with the inclusion of multiple delivery systems. Coursework can be completed through live, on-site courses (if enrollment is sufficient) sometimes taught by local high school faculty approved by the community college. The work can also be completed through the one-way video and two-way audio system, through traditional telecourses offered over the local PBS network, and through computer courses accessible through the Internet.

Seamless education has offered a model of success for all partners. High schools, through support of the ATI partnership, receive college courses delivered in a different medium. ATI, by providing antennas and control boxes to the school districts, increases viewership in rural areas. In addition, colleges are attracting new students, and the statewide credit for prior learning program encourages adults in different communities to explore credit award possibilities. Setting up telecommunications classrooms in rural high schools could result in adults making use of these facilities in the evening or on weekends.

**Development of Interinstitutional Policy and Procedures**

Once the process started, it was important to formalize communication among the partners—administrators, superintendents, and principals, as well as technical staff from the districts. Subcommittees were formed to work out details, monitor progress toward goals, and make reports to a larger group. Rather than attempting to begin with a complete degree program, the partnership began by offering individual courses, giving faculty the opportunity to experience distance learning on a small scale before making a wholesale commitment. But it
soon became apparent that there were advantages in designing a continuous program of lifelong learning.

**Class Size Issues.** Policies were formulated to serve students who had completed high school. If there was a group of at least ten students, PPCC could send a faculty member to teach the course, on site. If there were fewer than ten, a distant delivery mode would be used. Other challenges were identified such as a common hour and common days available. Also, the PPCC asked the school districts to consider allowing parents and other community adults to attend either the live on-site courses or the telecommunicated ones. Finally, the groups looked at the possible addition of the credit for prior learning component for adults. It was apparent that PPCC needed to develop a degree plan incorporating all the various options so that a potential user could define and progress through a total education.

**Marketing.** The school districts immediately started advertising among their student bodies the availability of new foreign language classes, and enrollment surged. School districts used parent meetings and other open-school activities to talk about the opportunities. Class schedules were sent home in newsletters. PPCC included information on the expanded distance learning courses in its term class schedules, and adults began to enroll. The college's Division of Extended Studies put together an external degree plan brochure, identifying the process for credit awards and subsequent enrollment in distant learning courses. In addition, the PPCC Telecommunications Division student handbook includes information on planning a degree using the new resources.

Special target populations were also identified that could benefit from distance education programs, and these groups were invited to attend information sessions.

**Technical and Student Support.** Initially, ATI was called to provide service in the event of a malfunction of broadcast equipment. On occasion there was an atmospheric reason for a loss of signal, but most often such problems occurred because of a technical mistake at either the sending site or the receiving site. PPCC now provides training to technicians at all sites.

Other needed services included placement testing, program advising, financial aid application assistance, textbook delivery, access to support materials and faculty, and examination proctoring. Program evaluation became a critical component in evaluating student frustrations and successes with the new programs. Many of these services are now made available on-line or via fax for the distant student.

**Scheduling.** To address the vagaries of schedules at different schools, a single schedule is prepared that accommodates the majority of the schools, while the remaining schools are required to alter their daily or weekly schedules or tape the classes for viewing at a later time. Schools that tape the programs cannot take full advantage of the interactivity and direct connection with the instructor. In one unique situation, students were bused, on a week-by-week basis, between two rural high schools.
Preliminary Evaluation of Student Progress

From spring 1993 to spring 1996, there were 1,956 distant learner enrollments at PPCC. Of those enrollments, 40 were high school students participating at a distance in college-level courses. Twenty of those students received passing grades while the remainder received unsatisfactory grades or withdrew. Comparing the adult learners during the same period, 1,320 (68.9 percent) received passing grades, while 596 (31.1 percent) received unsatisfactory grades or withdrew.

Upon investigation of the noncompleters, the source of difficulty appears to be inadequate preenrollment counseling. High school students, for example, enrolled in the distance learning courses without the benefit of testing to evaluate their chances of success.

A statewide study by the Telecommunications Cooperative for Colorado’s Colleges (TELECOOP) indicated that one-way video and two-way audio systems had a greater number of noncompleters. The study compared the completion rates of students enrolled in a variety of telecommunications systems currently in use in Colorado for the 1995–96 academic year (TELECOOP Annual Report, 1996).

This information has led PPCC and the high schools to work more closely together to structure the out-of-class learning activities for high school students. High school counselors have also begun to screen students more closely in preparation for participating in college-level courses.

The technology and faculty resources are continually being challenged by the distant learner. Course offerings using interactive television have almost doubled in the first two years of operation and are expected to continue to grow. The numbers of courses offered using Internet access are also attracting increasing numbers of students.

Conclusion

State and regional initiatives coupled with interest from a private telecommunications provider proved crucial to the development of a unique educational collaboration. At the regional level, the WICHE guidelines established minimum quality standards for the distance learning partnership. In addition, the example of the new Western Governors University provided a concept for model building. Finally, the Going the Distance Project provided an additional outlet for program offerings.

At the state level, the Colorado Post-Secondary Options Act and the State Reimbursement Procedures for Student Enrollment policy provide financial incentives for this partnership—the former by providing a funding source through encouraging school districts to share the cost burden, and the latter by providing state support for distant learners. State policies also expanded academic opportunities by supporting articulation and experiential learning. The
Colorado CORE Curriculum Agreement provided for increased transferability of college courses. Adult participation was encouraged by the Award of Credit or Standardized Exams policy. These policies helped create a climate of collaboration among the partners and fostered the development of a market for telecommunications providers. In addition, the establishment of a formal inter-institutional mechanism of communication supported the development policies and procedures that encouraged participation and quality improvement.

Several factors remain crucial and offer opportunity for broader participation by community colleges in collaborative distance learning ventures: increased scrutiny and debate about how tax dollars are spent on education; the dynamic economic environment, which requires that individuals learn new skills or acquire additional information; and the rapidly increasing population in areas that cannot acquire structures fast enough to satisfy demand. These issues place even greater pressure on rural K-12 school districts and other agencies to develop collaborative programs that result in enhanced curricula for their students and professional development activities for their faculty. The community college should be at the heart of these collaborative models.
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This case study describes how one state views technology as a solution to meeting increased demand for higher education from an increasingly diverse student population with a declining proportion of state revenues.

Reducing Time-to-Degree with Distance Learning: Are We Closer Now Than When We Started?

Patrick Dallet, John H. Opperman

The onset of the 1990s found Florida faced with the prospect of burgeoning demand for access to postsecondary education coupled with increased needs for health and social services, law enforcement, and corrections. This is not a unique situation among the states, but given Florida’s diverse population and rapid growth, it is a particularly daunting one. While access at point-of-entry to college is an important issue in Florida, access to the degree is equally critical. Ensuring that enrolled students have the opportunity to succeed in their quest for a degree in an efficient and effective manner requires initiatives beyond those aimed at point-of-entry. For example, the goal of reducing time-to-degree resulted in a number of initiatives at both the state and institutional levels, including a recommitment to articulation between two- and four-year institutions, enhanced student advising, caps on the number of credits required for a degree, student degree contracts, and incentives and penalties related to excess student hours.

Against this background, distance learning and the use of telecommunications to deliver instruction have been the subject of intense debate, study, and legislation as policymakers, administrators, faculty, and students have seized upon the potential of these tools to solve the access and resource challenges. The decision we face in Florida is whether distance education can help us make more effective use of resources to broaden access, address diverse needs, and reduce time-to-degree.
Scope of the Problem

Since the early 1980s, Florida's public postsecondary institutions have received a steadily declining share of state general revenue, from 15 percent in 1987–88 to 12 percent in 1996–97. In contrast, the percentage of general revenue support for corrections and juvenile justice has more than doubled (from 6 percent to over 9 percent) during the same period (Office of Planning and Budgeting, 1996). This restricted situation is compounded by tuition rates that rank near the bottom among the states (university tuition for state residents is forty-ninth in the nation) and dramatic projected growth in demand (Washington State Higher Education Coordinating Board, 1997). Over the next ten years, the number of public high school graduates will increase about 42 percent, to some 135,000 (Miller, 1996). Faced with a serious shortage of capital construction funds as well, Florida is pursuing alternative strategies to improve the efficiency of the current delivery system rather than greatly expand physical capacity.

The 1995 Florida Legislature enacted comprehensive legislation designed to improve the progress of students. The legislation provided for the reduction and standardization in the number of hours required for a degree (with the Associate of Arts degree and Bachelors of Arts or Sciences limited to 60 and 120 semester hours respectively). It also called for the development of common prerequisites for each program of study to aid in the articulation process, an improved student advising system, and increased involvement of private higher education in alleviating demand in selected access programs (Laws of Florida, 1995). Also during the 1995 legislative session, distance learning was addressed as part of the telecommunications reauthorization. The Florida Distance Learning Network was established as a coordinating oversight body to support the use of technology and distance learning in enhancing student access and success as a result of the 1996 Education Facilities Infrastructure Improvement Act. This group—made up of representatives of government, business, and education—has been meeting for more than a year, inventorying existing resources and identifying distance learning needs and strategies to address them.

Bottleneck Courses

The Florida Postsecondary Education Planning Commission received grant support from the State Higher Education Officers and the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education as part of a national 1995–96 "Redesigning Higher Education" project. Subsequently named Improving Access Through Technology (IATT), this project investigated the factors associated with lengthened time-to-degree. Interviews were conducted with provosts, academic vice presidents, undergraduate deans, registrars, and faculty members to explore the commonly identified causes of course bottlenecks (scheduling, faculty productivity, limited faculty lines, enrollment growth).
After further analysis of student course enrollment data, the commission targeted core undergraduate courses with low completion rates—bottlenecks—as an area of focus. With the help of a statewide steering committee, high-enrollment courses with high failure or withdrawal rates were selected for further attention.

**Scanning the Systems**

A review of data from all community colleges and a sample of state universities indicated, perhaps not surprisingly, that the majority of such bottleneck courses were in mathematics and science. In the community colleges, the figures were particularly dramatic in some cases. In 1994, only 47 percent of 18,377 community college students enrolled in intermediate algebra successfully completed this course. High-demand courses were defined as courses with at least 840 enrollments. Of the 115 high-enrollment courses identified, 9 were in English and 14 in mathematics and statistics. The analysis of community college withdrawal and failure rates indicated that 38 percent of all enrollments in high-demand courses could be accounted for in English and mathematics. In addition, over 40 percent of needed retakes are the result of these same courses, which represent only 5 percent of the total systemwide offerings. One of the most interesting findings from the site visits was that even though most of the interviewees expressed concern and frustration with the failure and withdrawal statistics, few faculty members saw anything out of the ordinary. One has to only imagine companies such as Motorola or General Motors accepting a product failure rate of 50 percent to realize the implication of these findings.

Clearly, bottleneck courses represent a significant impediment to student progression, with statewide implications and costs in terms of state support, student and faculty time, and facility utilization. It seems possible that distance learning technologies might help to alleviate this situation. Considering the state's access pressures, some targeted development in these critical subject areas could make a significant impact on the success rates and reduce the time required to obtain a degree.

**Beyond Distance Learning**

In a state that has successfully located community colleges within commuting distance of almost its entire population, the need for distance learning may not be obvious. Interviews conducted during institutional visits yielded several important insights and some interesting reactions. While the term distance learning is currently popular, several faculty and administrators stressed the importance of conceptualizing the issue as technology-assisted learning, with the understanding that even some low-tech tools such as Dictaphones and cassette players can have high impact if used as part of an overall strategy that takes individual students' strengths, weaknesses, and learning styles into account.
At Miami-Dade Community College, this is referred to as technology-assisted, facilitated learning. Although a large number of these technology-based initiatives are in place, documentation of their effectiveness, particularly with students who retake courses in the core disciplines, is not often readily available. Experience elsewhere suggests that the high-demand courses identified in the bottleneck analysis are particularly suited for the application of instructional technologies. In mathematics, for instance, some studies have shown that gains can be achieved in basic algebra and remedial math courses using combinations of preprogrammed problem sets that students can work through at their own pace, supported by on-line asynchronous interaction with faculty and peers (National Center for Higher Education Management Systems, 1997). Effective applications, moreover, can be both at a distance and for students currently enrolled in traditional campus-based programs. The principal positive effects reported in these studies were reduced failure and withdrawal rates. Thus these findings have implications for both the entry-level access and retention and completion problems associated with Florida’s bottleneck course dilemma. Clearly, the ability of students to get in the door must be weighed against their success in exiting with the desired learning objective achieved. Distance learning technology represents much more than a conduit for accepting an ever-increasing flow of incoming students. It is potentially a launching pad for a shift from instruction based on seat time to the demonstration of learned competencies.

At a November 1995 meeting, members of the IATT project steering committee worked with math and science faculty resource groups to conceptualize the ideal use of technology in the bottleneck courses. The general picture that evolved included the following points:

- A “solution box” that could be made up of a variety of media from high school sophomore through lower-division level content.
- A subject-matter content that should have big-picture relevance for the students, and should contain elements of high touch and learning support for the students.
- A modular concept—that is, a set of modules that should be multiple-platform capable, inexpensive, and versatile.
- The modules should be used to assemble a complete course or as a part of a course.
- The modules should require day-to-day discipline and assignments.
- The modules should employ an effective placement component—both pre-course and during the course.

The work groups proposed the set of criteria as an initial conceptual basis for the effective design of any technologically delivered instruction in the mathematics and science content areas. Many of the criteria would probably seem very familiar to those involved in technologically based instruction. A significant point of difference concerns the workgroups’ understanding that many of
the critical skills and abilities necessary for successful completion of the targeted content areas are first presented at the high school sophomore level. In a collaborative sense, content developed for use in relieving the bottleneck pressures at the postsecondary level would be extremely useful for high school math and science courses as well as postsecondary remediation. Clearly, the instructional materials developed could address bottlenecks in math and science courses at more than one level of instruction. In this sense, the project could gain much through collaboration with all levels of education.

Collaboration and Focus on State Priorities

In a 1995 report on the status of telecommunications in Florida, the commission recommended guiding principles to focus state resources for technology on specific educational goals. First among these was that "funding requests for technologically delivered postsecondary instruction should be targeted toward courses and programs that will increase the educational system's capacity and ease current access pressures" (Statewide Telecommunications Task Force, 1995, p. 6). Also in early 1995, the Board of Regents published a supplement to the Master Plan on Distance Learning and distributed approximately $3 million for institutional distance learning demonstration projects appropriated by the 1994 legislature. Of the ten top-ranked proposals, only one addressed the issue of access to undergraduate instruction, and this was not included in the five projects funded. The 1995 legislature that met following the Regents' action did not appropriate any additional funding for distance learning. Following the legislative session, the Board of Regents and State Board of Community Colleges established a joint presidential task force to develop a unified approach to distance learning. Prominent in the budget proposal that emerged from this collaborative effort was support for projects to address the bottleneck issue identified by the commission. The 1996 legislature appropriated $15.4 million for public postsecondary distance learning initiatives but did not specify how the money was to be used. To date, approximately $1 million has been earmarked for administration and oversight and $8 million allocated for program development, an automated student advising system, and library resources. The success of this budgetary initiative can be traced to two important components. First, the collaborative nature of the request was critical. The State University System and the State Board of Community Colleges combined their efforts in a unified direction and pledged to reduce or eliminate duplication of effort. Second, the budget proposal contained areas of emphasis that were targeted toward generally accepted postsecondary priorities such as bottleneck courses, faculty and staff training, course development, and student support services. Little emphasis was placed on the acquisition of hardware. Distribution of the funds will be determined by the Florida Distance Learning Network, a statutory oversight group with representatives from education, government, and industry. A request for proposals developed and distributed by the state university and community college systems includes addressing
bottleneck courses as part of an initial $3 million grant program to promote access to undergraduate degrees. The RFPs have been circulated and reviewed. All selected projects involve at least one community college and one university. Several of the successful proposals indicated priority would be given to bottleneck courses within these programs. Several software vendors have expressed interest in the bottleneck problem and at least one is actively partnering with several institutions on modification and testing of existing software packages.

Assessing Where We Are

The commission continues to work with a statewide faculty network, the Higher Education Consortium for Mathematics and Science, on the issue. Both supporters and skeptics have been recruited to assist in examining the potential of technology and distance learning on student success in bottleneck courses. In the words of one faculty member, "As we continue to apply technology to all levels of postsecondary instruction, we should be mindful that it is possible to test and definitively evaluate the effectiveness of technology that is being introduced. If we neglect to pay attention to this part of the problem, we are certain to participate in the expenditure of substantial sums with little net reward" (Ralph Dougherty, personal communication, November 30, 1995).

In spring 1996, the commission entered into another collaborative venture with a university-based project that was conducting a landscape analysis of the community college math and science curriculum, specifically algebra and biology. Survey data have been collected on the perceptions and performance of nearly fifteen hundred community college students in sections of these subjects that are taught in a traditional face-to-face format versus sections involving one or more forms of technology—laser disc, telecomputing, optical imagery scanning, or computers. Department chairs in math and science at each Florida community college were asked to designate one section as traditional from the standpoint of the instructor's use of technology in the delivery of instruction. The department chairs designated another section as nontraditional. Students in these sections were given a survey asking them to categorize the instructor's style as traditional or nontraditional, list the instructional techniques used on a regular basis in the class, and comment on their experiences with and opinions about the ability of technology to improve instruction and student learning.

The survey data have been entered and some preliminary findings have emerged. Perhaps one of the most interesting is that department chairs and students disagree as to what makes a course section nontraditional from an educational technology perspective. Two-thirds of the students in the sections designated by department chairs as nontraditional categorized the instructor's style as primarily traditional! There was greater agreement between students and department chairs concerning what makes a course traditional. Another preliminary finding is that the nontraditional classrooms look a lot like the tr-
ditional classrooms. Nontraditional sections were more likely to employ educational technology to supplement traditional instructional techniques—but not much more likely, however. Students in the nontraditional algebra sections were about 17 percent more likely to make regular use of calculators than were students in the traditional algebra sections. These survey data will be the focus of further study in the future. Perhaps the real story of the survey data is that even so-called nontraditional classrooms do not look all that nontraditional yet. Among educational technologies, the greatest difference between sections was that in the nontraditional classrooms, instructors were more likely to make use of an overhead projector.

Conclusions and Implications for Further Research

The intent of the IATT project was to seek practical applications of technology for a pressing state problem, increasing student access to postsecondary education and decreasing time-to-degree. Although work on technologically enhanced mathematics and science programs continues to be its focus, the project has brought about a number of unanticipated benefits. The data generated during the exploratory phase of the project and the focus on bottleneck courses, defined as those that students have difficulty completing, has raised the level of awareness and discussion among educational leaders and policymakers in the state. In addition, the IATT project has increased attention upon mathematics and science education, identified a practical definition and focus on degree bottlenecks, provided a focus for collaboration across the educational sectors in the development of technologically enhanced or delivered instruction, and created an opportunity for discussions concerning the reconceptualization of instruction using educational technology.

In a philosophical sense, the legislative initiatives to improve productivity and reduce time-to-degree for Florida students have involved discussions of how to break from old models of postsecondary instruction and introduce new ways to accomplish the same goals. The revenue picture for education in Florida will not improve to the point where the current instructional models based on seat time and fifteen-week semesters will adequately serve the flood of additional high school graduates seeking admission to the system. High school students entering our colleges and universities are much more comfortable with technology and expect to use it in their classes. Yet, as the community college survey data suggest, faculty and student perceptions as to what encompasses nontraditional instruction or technologically enhanced instruction appear to differ widely. Integrating educational technology into the existing curriculum is a difficult process and technology training for postsecondary faculty is also problematic. Many of our postsecondary faculty do not have access to instructional technology in the classroom beyond an overhead projector. Computers in faculty offices seem to be primarily relegated to word processing and electronic mail. The development of individualized, asynchronous alternatives to instruction such as those envisioned by this project will involve
a radical reconceptualization of the traditional postsecondary instructional process. The easiest part of the project will be to employ technology to deliver instruction. The most difficult aspect will be addressing the culture of higher education and the changing work of faculty so that teaching no longer depends on the physical proximity of the student and teacher for fifteen-week semesters. Technologically enhanced or distance instructional models tend to involve more self-paced learning and be deliverable any time and any place. They have the potential to be individualized according to a student's learning style, and may involve more asynchronous faculty-student interaction. Acceptance of such concepts by the faculty is critical if educational technologies are to be effectively employed.

While the IATT project has been successful in acting as a catalyst for discussion covering a wide range of instructional and technological issues, there is much that is not known. Further analysis should be performed to determine if the pattern of failure and withdrawal rates is localized to English, mathematics, and science courses in other sectors of the State University System and within institutions and systems outside Florida. The overall efficacy of technologically delivered instruction programs and services remains in question. Some effective curricular modules designed around the IATT criteria or similar concepts need to be tested along with some models for the effective integration of technology into the postsecondary curriculum. Because of the relatively small percentage of overall coursework involved (5 percent of total offerings in Florida's community college system) and the relative transferability of such coursework to Florida or other institutions, the high-demand areas identified by the IATT project would seem to be extremely attractive targets for technological adaptation and enhancement. Serious interest from state policymakers and private software vendors suggests the potential for the development of partnerships and funding opportunities for some pilot development projects. All that is needed is a few interested institutions or faculty groups willing to dedicate some time and effort to trying to improve student learning in priority subject matter courses. Unfortunately, although many have expressed concern with the current situation, few faculty members and institutions have as yet made serious commitments to the use of distance learning technology in addressing the challenge of bottleneck courses. The future success of this technology lies in its potential to address critical state and national problems.
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This chapter describes a framework for developing evaluation standards for distance education in statewide, multistate, and national systems, and the role of the community college in the evaluation process.

Localizing National Standards for Evaluation of Distance Education: An Example from a Multistate Project

Christine K. Sorensen

As distance education expands with the advent of new technologies, it becomes increasingly important to evaluate its use and its impact on the educational system. With the development of statewide distance education systems, evaluation takes on new dimensions. Evaluation must not only meet the needs of the local institutions, it must also serve state and sometimes federal agencies. The information demands of multiple clients may lead to complex evaluation plans, plans that ultimately affect the activities of the institutions involved. This chapter describes the development of effectiveness indicators that address the needs of local, federal, and multistate stakeholders. The community college can help by identifying local priorities, fostering new partnerships, and assisting with the collection of assessment data.

In 1987, Congress authorized an initiative, the Star Schools Program Assistance Act, to promote use of telecommunications in education. Initial funding was provided to multistate public and private consortia offering satellite instruction (Simonson, 1994; Wilson, 1990). More recently, the Star Schools program has pushed new technologies to the forefront of distance education through the funding of demonstration projects employing fiber-optic voice, video, and data transmission.

In 1992, Iowa received a special statewide Star Schools grant to demonstrate the use of fiber-optic technology to provide live two-way, full-motion interactive instruction allowing greater levels of interactivity than available in previous forms of distance instruction (Simonson, 1994). A two-year $8 million grant for development of the state's fiber-optic system was awarded to a
partnership of Iowa educational institutions, which included all fifteen of Iowa's community colleges. By October 1993, 103 two-way interactive video classrooms in community colleges, universities, and K–12 schools were connected to the Iowa Communications Network (ICN) and fully operational. In 1995 and 1996, Iowa received additional Star Schools funding. Three years later, nearly 300 classrooms were operational.

Iowa's leadership in the use of distance education resulted from the state's commitment to a statewide fiber-optic system that provides for two-way full-motion video interaction as well as data transmission. The focus on two-way fiber-optic video instruction illustrates the shift in distance education to group methods of instruction that allow "sustained interaction among teacher and students" (Garrison, 1990, p. 18), similar to the traditional classroom. As Iowa became a leader in the use of two-way interactive fiber-optic technology for instructional delivery, it became important that the effectiveness of this mode of delivery be assessed so that improvements could be made and others implementing this form of technology could learn from Iowa's experience.

Community colleges have been key players in the development and evaluation of the state's distance education system. One unique challenge facing the community colleges involved in a statewide evaluation is to ensure that all educational entities in the system agree on the importance of evaluation and the indicators of success. A second challenge is to ensure consistent data collection across the state without requiring unreasonable demands on personnel at local institutions. In Iowa, a third challenge was presented with the establishment of national evaluation indicators for federally funded Star Schools projects.

In this chapter, the evaluation of Iowa's Star Schools project will be used as an example in merging evaluation criteria and collecting data on a statewide basis. First, the community college role in the development of indicators and the collection of data will be outlined. Second, the development of national evaluation indicators will be explained. The third section will present preliminary findings from Iowa. Finally, how these indicators can be used to determine local needs and describe local success will be explained.

State Evaluation Plan

Iowa is a state with a long history of local control, which helped define a singular role for the community colleges in the development of the state-funded fiber-optic system, the ICN. Iowa community colleges were connected as part of the initial backbone of the ICN system and were also responsible for selecting the sites to be connected in the second phase. In addition, community colleges are responsible for scheduling use of the system within their regions.

In most of Iowa's fifteen regions, community colleges served as the coordinating agencies for Star Schools activities from 1992 to 1994. Involvement in these activities led community colleges to develop stronger partnerships with other educational institutions in their regions, particularly with the area education agencies (AEAs) that provide assistance to local K–12 schools.
AEAs served as coordinating agencies for Iowa Star Schools activities for the 1995 phase of the project, although community colleges maintained scheduling control and provided technical assistance. In each community college region, a regional technology committee (RTC) has been formed to provide leadership and direction in the integration of technology in local education systems. RTC members represent community colleges, AEAs, and local schools, as well as state and private colleges and universities and others.

Community colleges were involved in both the development of evaluation measures for the state's distance education system and in the collection of data. Community college representatives provided feedback during initial phases of ICN use regarding indicators of success, and regional coordinators housed at community colleges were responsible for collecting and reporting data from each of the state's fifteen community college regions during the first two years of ICN operation.

Evaluation indicators were selected by the partners involved in Iowa's project. These partners included Iowa Public Television, the state's regent universities, the state's fifteen community colleges, the state's fifteen area education agencies, and the state department of education. Representatives from these groups served on a Partner's Council for the Iowa Star Schools project. The Partner's Council assisted in identifying the most important evaluation questions to ask in assessing the project's impact on distance education in the state. In addition, a Research and Evaluation Advisory Panel that included representatives of community colleges, area education agencies, regent universities, private universities, local schools, the state department of education, and the First in the Nation in Education (FINE) foundation, assisted in the development of instruments to be used in evaluation activities.

The state indicators were developed using an evaluation tool called the a-e-l-o-u approach, which looks at accountability, effectiveness, impact, organizational context, and unanticipated outcomes. This approach was developed and refined by James Fortune, Jan Sweeney, and Christine Sorensen, and has been used for several years by the Research Institute for Studies in Education (RISE) at Iowa State University. RISE was responsible for evaluating Iowa's Star Schools projects.

Evaluation Framework. Coldeway (1988) suggests that distance education evaluation should focus both on the need to improve (formative evaluation) as well as on describing outcomes (summative evaluation). The a-e-l-o-u approach allows for the collection of both formative and summative information and the use of both qualitative and quantitative data collection techniques. Critical in using the a-e-l-o-u approach is the involvement of stakeholders in the determination of key evaluation questions and data sources. Stakeholders are asked to use the framework to identify important evaluation questions, particularly for the accountability, effectiveness, and impact components. With the a-e-l-o-u framework as a reference, members of the Partner's Council were asked to identify indicators that could determine whether the project had accomplished its goals (accountability), how well the activities were done (effectiveness), and what difference it made for Iowa
education (impact). Members of the Partner’s Council as well as regional coordinators (community college personnel during the first two years of ICN operation) were also asked to identify organizational or environmental factors that either helped or hindered the project and to note unanticipated activities, events, and outcomes that occurred during the project.

Accountability questions are targeted at finding out if project objectives and activities were completed. In evaluating a distance education system, such questions might include: How many classrooms were connected? How many training opportunities were provided? How many copies of developed materials were produced and distributed?

Effectiveness questions are directed at placing value on the project’s activities. They generally focus on participant attitudes and knowledge. Grades and achievement tests are effectiveness measures, as are attitude and perception information gathered through surveys or focus groups. Effectiveness questions might include: Did teachers feel adequately prepared to teach over a distance? How well did students learn? Were students, faculty, and administrators satisfied with distance education opportunities and experiences? Did users of developed software rate the product positively?

Impact questions are aimed at identifying changes in the behavior of individuals, groups, or systems. Data sources include record data, surveys, policy analyses, interviews, focus groups, and direct observation. Did classroom use increase? Did demands for access increase? Were more educational institutions involved in technology planning?

Organizational context questions focus on identifying contextual or environmental factors, policies, or events beyond the control of the participants that contributed to or detracted from the project. Methods of data collection include interviews of key personnel, focus groups, and document analyses designed to identify policies and procedures that influence the program. Organizational context questions might include: What factors made it difficult to implement the project? What did participants think contributed most to the success of the project?

Unanticipated outcomes questions attempt to identify unexpected changes of either a positive or negative nature that occur as a result of the project. Like impact questions, these questions are directed at identifying changes in behavior of individuals, organizations, or systems through examination of data collected through interviews, focus groups, observations, and surveys. Often, evaluators must interact with project participants to learn about unplanned successes and failures that result from a project. Informal communication and observation are useful methods to gather this information. Questions might include: Was the distance education system used in unexpected ways? Did relationships between collaborators change in unexpected ways?

State Indicators. In Iowa, statewide indicators of distance education success were selected using the a-e-I-o-u approach. The primary emphases in the development of distance education in the state since 1992 can be summarized as: (1) expanding access to education through the development of a distance education infrastructure, (2) training and involving current and future educa-
tors in the use of distance education, (3) informing the public and coordinating the use of distance education in the state, and (4) supporting effective distance instruction and developing effective instructional materials for distance use. For each of these goals, indicators were identified to assess accountability, effectiveness, and impact. Accountability indicators assessed number of sites, training opportunities, and programs, as well as information dissemination; effectiveness indicators addressed user satisfaction; and impact indicators assessed use, demand, and diffusion. In addition, project participants were asked to report their perceptions of organizational and environmental factors that helped or hindered the project and any unanticipated outcomes that resulted from project activities. Encouraging participants to be aware of the context can help in overcoming obstacles and in developing an understanding of the factors that affect the ability of a project to accomplish its goals. Awareness of unanticipated outcomes can also assist in future planning efforts and aid in further understanding of potential consequences of decisions.

Adapting to National Expectations

Iowa was the first, but not the only, statewide distance education project funded through the Star Schools program. In 1994, Kentucky received funding to develop a statewide system, and in 1995, Mississippi received funding. The Iowa, Kentucky, and Mississippi Star Schools projects are referred to as the “special statewide projects.” These projects are unusual in the Star Schools program, a program that has traditionally focused on satellite delivery of distance instruction, because of their emphasis on developing statewide infrastructures for distance education. A set of indicators was developed by the Star Schools program to evaluate the satellite-based projects nationwide, based on program goals. Because of the differences among the projects, evaluators and project directors from the three statewide projects felt that some modifications in the federal indicators were needed, and in early 1996, they agreed upon a set of revised indicators to measure their success. These indicators were approved by the federal Star Schools project in March, 1996.

- **Goal 1**: To increase access to educational programs by establishing a technological infrastructure. Indicators addressed number of sites, infrastructure connections, lines and bandwidth available, and data connections proved.
- **Goal 2**: To reach underserved learners throughout the United States and its affiliated territories. Indicators addressed characteristics of connected sites, usage, and demographic characteristics of participating students.
- **Goal 3**: To expand instruction in core subject areas as well as literacy skills and vocational education. Indicators assessed the program activities by subject area, teacher perceptions of improved skills, and student satisfaction.
- **Goal 4**: To provide professional development that is sustained over a period of time. Indicators examined number of participants, satisfaction, impact upon practice, impact upon demand, and evidence of continuation.
• Goal 5: To employ a variety of electronic technologies and tools for distance education. Indicators assessed the type and number of technologies, accessibility of technology, and institutional usage.
• Goal 6: To foster partnerships. Indicators addressed the number of partnerships, the role of the partners, and the incidents of collaboration.
• Goal 7: To demonstrate improved cost-benefit ratios. Indicators identified fixed and variable costs ratios and assessed the value of expanded access.

Since data concerning the national indicators is required for Iowa's Star Schools project, it was critical that these indicators be incorporated into Iowa's already comprehensive evaluation plan. In many cases, the indicators developed through Iowa's evaluation process were consistent with the national indicators. Indicators from the state and national plans were combined within the a-e-l-o-u framework, using the national goals as a base and incorporating state goals related to information coordination. The resulting set of indicators includes accountability indicators, effectiveness indicators, and impact indicators.

Summary of Preliminary Findings

This summary of preliminary findings is meant only to provide some sense of the information gathered. Extensive reporting of methodologies and results is beyond the scope of this chapter. More detailed information can be obtained from individual studies and project evaluation reports (Sorensen, 1995; Sorensen and Sweeney, 1994; Sorensen, Maushak, and Lozada, 1996).

Infrastructure Development. Goal 1 involved development of the state's distance education infrastructure. By June 1996, ninety interactive television classrooms were located in K–12 schools, fifty-two in community colleges, twenty-four at public universities and AEAs, and thirty-seven at other locations. Equipment was purchased to connect the ICN to other networks and to allow the delivery of multimedia products from remote servers. Surveys of teachers and students at the K–12 and community college levels showed satisfaction with distance education experiences. While most institutions were satisfied with the distribution of funds, some dissatisfaction was expressed about connection delays. ICN use increased from sixteen thousand hours in fall 1994 to fifty-six thousand hours in spring 1996. K–12 schools accounted for about 25 percent of the system use, while higher education, primarily community colleges, accounted for 60 percent. Regional coordinators reported increased demand for ICN and Internet connections and indicated that the project had motivated schools to adopt and use a variety of technologies much sooner than they would have otherwise.

Underserved Learners. Goal 2 was to reach underserved learners. As a result of the project, 33 percent of the school districts classified as Chapter One concentration sites have access to an ICN classroom, as do over 25 percent of the school districts where more than one-third of students qualified for free or reduced-price lunches. 63 percent of districts with concentrations of minority
students, 77 percent of districts with concentrations of students with limited English proficiency, and 38 percent of districts in high-poverty counties (where more than 20 percent of seventeen-year-olds and younger live in poverty). School districts participating in courses offered over the ICN during spring 1996 included twenty-eight Chapter One concentration sites, eighteen districts with minority concentrations, eleven districts with concentrations of students with limited English proficiency, thirty-seven districts with one-fourth or more of the students qualifying for free or reduced-price lunches, and twelve districts in counties with high poverty rates.

**Instruction.** Goal 3 was to expand instruction. Courses offered over the ICN tripled from fall 1993 to fall 1995. In addition, the system was used to provide hundreds (over seven hundred in one semester) of one-time educational events. Additional analysis of scheduling information is under way to determine participation in instructional activities and courses by subject area, audience, and educational level. Early surveys of teachers and students at both the K–12 and community college levels indicate that both groups are satisfied with the delivery method and with the instruction received. In addition, ratings indicate a belief that distance education instruction is effective. Comparison of community college student grade point averages showed no differences between students at remote and origination sites (where the teacher was physically present). Additional surveys of students and teachers are scheduled. Thirty-five school districts initiated grant-funded projects to adapt their curriculum to incorporate technology. Regional coordinators reported increased use of technology in the schools as well as changes in the curriculum resulting from the projects. Coordinators also reported increased access to learning opportunities for both students and staff in the regions.

**Professional Development and Support.** Goal 4 was to provide professional development and support for educators to use distance education. During the project, numerous local opportunities for staff development in the use of technology, including training in the use of the ICN and Internet, were provided across the state. Surveys of participants indicate that these staff development activities were worthwhile. Pre and post surveys of training participants showed knowledge gains. Regional coordinators also reported an increase in the number of staff development opportunities available over the ICN and higher participation rates, attributed in part to convenience and savings in time and money that individual teachers and districts realize through taking advantage of staff development at a distance. AEAs reported increased abilities to offer in-service opportunities to teachers through use of the ICN. Help desk and room manager training sessions were also held, as were sessions on developing local and wide area networks. Participants rated these sessions as effective. Regional coordinators reported increased requests for assistance with technology planning and technical support. Workshops were also held for faculty at colleges involved in teacher training.

**Electronic Technologies.** Goal 5 was to support the development and use of a variety of distance learning technologies. The project was successful.
in assisting education institutions in obtaining equipment for use in ICN video classrooms and to connect to the Internet. Six proposals were funded to develop multimedia instructional materials for a variety of educational levels in a variety of content areas: two from community colleges, two from AEAs, one from a public university, and one from a local school district. Also, 278 examples of technology for teaching were identified. Nineteen were selected as exemplary applications, including four for higher education and fifteen for K–12. Showcases were held to demonstrate these exemplary applications to other teachers. Follow-up studies will assess perceptions of users of the multimedia products.

**Partnerships.** Goal 6 was to develop partnerships among educational institutions. Of the variety of groups involved, several have representation on the leadership committee for the project. Regional coordinators have reported improvements in collaboration among educational organizations within the region, especially between community colleges and AEAs, and increased sharing and cooperation among schools and across educational levels. Activities of the project have also fostered partnerships and collaboration among preservice teacher education programs across the state.

**Costs and Benefits.** Goal 7 was to improve the cost-benefit ratio for distance education. The Iowa project initially began comparing costs for alternative activities. Based on these initial analyses, regional coordinators report savings in time and travel costs for teachers through use of ICN in-service activities. Although these analyses were a beginning, the evaluators have a goal of defining additional cost analysis measures and procedures. For instance, benefits such as the value of increased access to educational programming of this system cannot be measured purely in terms of dollars saved.

**Information Coordination.** Goal 8 was to provide coordination of information about distance education in the state. The Iowa Database site on the World Wide Web continues to grow, with recent additions including a PBS series, information on exemplary applications of technology, a searchable list of ICN classes, and a clickable map of ICN sites. Use of the database has increased from two hundred files transmitted per day in fall 1995 to six hundred per day in spring 1996. The monthly number of files accessed has risen from about five thousand to nearly twenty thousand. Both educational and commercial users offer positive ratings. Brochures, pamphlets, and videos were developed and have been distributed statewide. Nearly fifteen thousand Iowans attended demonstrations of the ICN and 76 percent reported feeling it would benefit students in the state and provide increased access to resources. In addition, an encyclopedia of research on distance education in Iowa was completed and distributed.

**Local Needs and Local Success**

By involving all segments of the educational community in determining the indicators for evaluating distance education in the state, individual institutions become more willing to use the findings to improve local initiatives. Individ-
ual institutions are able to see areas of strength as well as areas for improvement. For instance, institutions can take a closer look at distance education services to schools in their region with high percentages of underserved students. Instruments used to assess student and teacher attitudes toward distance education activities can be used by the community college to investigate ways to increase satisfaction. Involving all stakeholders in defining evaluation indicators helps to ensure that indicators of local importance are incorporated into the larger evaluation plan. Consistency in data collection across institutions both ensures that data can be combined to look at the larger picture and enables comparisons to be made. The ability to see where an individual institution stands in relationship to the state allows benchmarking to occur.

Individual institutions can use the a-e-t-o-u framework, evaluation measures, and data collection strategies developed for the statewide evaluation in a number of ways. The statewide plan provides a coherent structure for evaluation of distance education in a variety of settings. Although individual institutions may not want to invest the resources necessary to implement measurement of all the indicators discussed in the Iowa plan, the framework developed for the statewide evaluation is useful in providing direction and insights into ways to evaluate distance education.

Measures outlined under accountability could be used in developing plans to assess the growth and development of local infrastructure, document the use of the local system, document the constituencies served, document staff development opportunities provided and attendance trends, and document courses and educational opportunities provided and attendance trends. These are all important areas to look at in evaluating local use of distance education and in planning for future distance education initiatives.

Effectiveness measures described in the statewide plan are also useful at the local level. Individual institutions might want to use similar indicators in efforts to improve the quality of distance education programs locally. Effectiveness measures could help institutions to assess faculty and student satisfaction with courses and opportunities, measure the satisfaction of local constituents with distance education, assess technology awareness levels of faculty and students, assess satisfaction with staff development provided, measure learning outcomes in a technology-mediated environment, and assess the level of access to and consistency of information provided about distance education.

While accountability and effectiveness are important components in evaluating distance education, the bottom line for most institutions is impact. What difference has distance education made? Iowa's impact measures could be used by local institutions to measure changes in faculty behavior related to distance education, assess levels of technology integration in departments and units, measure levels of use of technology and instructional products, and assess the costs and benefits of distance education for the individual institution.

Individual institutions may also define important factors that have helped or hindered them in creating an effective distance education delivery system.
by looking critically at the organizational context. By focusing attention on the local context, institutions may become more aware of internal technology planning initiatives, increase collaboration within the institution, and provide avenues for increased coordination of efforts.

By making it explicit, the a-e-l-o-u framework focuses attention on the possibility of unanticipated outcomes occurring, a useful concept. Unintended consequences are often overlooked, although they might provide some valuable lessons. Positive outcomes may be ignored because evaluators are looking for something else, and the institution is then unable to take advantage of or build upon these outcomes. If unforeseen negative outcomes are ignored, strategies for dealing with them may not be developed. Outcomes can be unpredictable and conscious awareness of that fact is a first step in benefiting from unforeseen positive consequences and averting or correcting negative ones.

The a-e-l-o-u framework that was developed and refined as part of the Iowa Star Schools project can be a useful tool for community colleges. Not only can the framework be useful in designing evaluation plans for distance education, but also for designing evaluations for a variety of projects or programs. It is a framework that was adapted in Iowa to work in a statewide context, but it is also one that community colleges can use to address local needs and evaluate local success.
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This chapter examines the wide variety of new issues arising for community colleges participating in virtual universities, whether as providers of instruction or student support services.

Implications of a Virtual University for Community Colleges

Sally M. Johnstone, Stephen Tilson

Dozens of virtual universities have been born in the 1990s—some organized by existing corporations in the electronics or telecommunications industry (International University by Jones Cable), some formed as independent startup institutions (Magellan University out of Arizona), and some emerging from consortia of existing institutions (Colorado Electronic Community College). While virtual universities may take many forms, this chapter focuses primarily on one: the Western Governors University (WGU) and how it can affect the role of the community college.

The WGU sprang from a June 1995 annual meeting of the Western Governors Association, where discussion centered on technology and higher education. Utah Governor Mike Leavitt suggested that western universities avoid duplication of distance learning courses and collaborate in the development and delivery of courses. Colorado Governor Roy Romer added the idea of measuring, assessing, and certifying competencies and learning.

At their meeting in late fall 1995, the western governors appointed a design team and charged it with the responsibility of creating a design plan for a virtual university to serve the western region and an implementation plan through which such an entity could be established and financed. The educational members of this design team were from the staff of two organizations in Boulder, Colorado: the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS) and the Western Cooperative for Educational Telecommunications, a project of the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE).

The governors asked that the institution be designed to facilitate the widespread use of technologically delivered educational programming offering
certification through competency assessment. They outlined the following design parameters (which can be obtained through the Western Governors University Web site, which is listed in the resources at the end of this chapter):

The institution will be *market-oriented* and *client-centered*. The governors want an institution that is both flexible and responsive to the changing needs of the citizens and employers in their states. While they do not propose that a student design his or her own curriculum, they want students to be able to navigate easily through the systems and requirements of the institution. They want an institution with a service orientation.

The institution will be *degree-granting* and *accredited* by the appropriate academic associations. The degrees granted by the institution will be *competency-based* rather than based on the accumulation of credit hours related to seat-time. It is the student's skills and knowledge that will be credentialed, not the qualifications of the people designing, developing, or delivering the learning opportunities.

The institution will have a *distributed teaching faculty* who will come from public and private higher education institutions, as well as from private industry.

The institution will achieve *cost-effectiveness* through the sharing of *regional resources*. Translating courses and whole academic programs into an electronic environment is expensive, and to have each institution within a state replicate what its sister institutions are already doing would be a waste of resources. The institution can serve as a vehicle for both intra- and inter-state sharing of resources for cooperative development of electronically delivered academic programs.

It must be *initiated quickly*. The official planning began in January 1996 and the institution was incorporated in January 1997. It is expected to be operational by January 1998.

The governors further recommended that the WGU carry out its mission by focusing on those areas where it can most effectively add value to existing initiatives and capacity. On this basis, the WGU should:

Link employers and academic institutions in setting skills standards, link individuals seeking assessment of their competencies with assessment providers, and certify competence in several domains of learning—transferable skills (communication, quantitative reasoning, etc.), vocational skills, general academic knowledge, and specific disciplinary knowledge.

Link individuals seeking to enhance their level of competence in one or more of these areas with providers of educational programs, courses, or modules who can meet the learners' requirements regarding time, place, and content of services delivered.

Provide support services needed to help ensure that students receive appropriate guidance and that barriers to access to educational offerings are minimized or removed entirely.
Gather the financial resources needed to develop learning modules and assessment tools in high-priority areas, and in which the market has not already responded.

Provide credentials to individuals—academic degrees and industry-recognized workplace certificates—based on assessment of competencies.

In summary, this collaborative virtual university is being formed to facilitate the use of existing institutional resources by making them more accessible to students. One of the tools used to accomplish this is a unique method of earning credentials that removes the usual institutional barriers that arise with multiple institutions in an electronic environment. The WGU will also help streamline student support services by using local centers at existing institutions such as public libraries, small businesses, and community colleges.

Quality Assurance

The WGU, like other virtual university frameworks, must make some critical decisions to ensure quality. Since the teaching faculty will be distributed across many types of institutions and many states, the WGU must have some mechanism for determining the quality of the learning experience for the student. While a centralized group can never monitor or even coordinate the monitoring of a multistate system, the WGU can at least ensure that the institution or organization from which the learning experience originates is reputable and adheres to principles of good practice for electronically delivered programs. Such principles (Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, 1995) require the institution to examine and document its support for the student who is not physically present on the campus. They also require an examination of the support the institution offers its faculty involved in teaching students electronically.

Another key factor in controlling the quality of the teaching and learning environment is the emphasis on measurable outcomes. WGU degrees and certificates will be based on assessments of a student's skills and knowledge, not on the number of hours spent in a classroom. In addition, all the coursework offered through the WGU will include information on skills and knowledge expected to be acquired as a result of taking a particular course. The WGU will track the success rates of students in each of the learning options on WGU assessments and make these public. This will allow prospective students to make course choices based on how useful other students have found a particular learning option to be in actually aiding in the development of the knowledge and skills the course purports to offer.

For example, let us assume a student is seeking a WGU certificate in Electronic Manufacturing Technology (EMT). She could find out about the certificate option and other WGU information in one of three ways:

- Going into the WGU smart catalogue and adviser Web site directly from her own computer
• Visiting a local center and using its computer links or talking with a person there who would consult the Web site
• Calling a toll-free number and talking with an adviser who is linked to the Web site

She would first be given information on the specific skills and knowledge she would need to demonstrate to be awarded the EMT certificate. By participating in an on-line self-assessment of her current level of skills and knowledge in this area, she would be able to define what areas are most critical in her preparation. She could then search through a menu of course options from different institutions and organizations. Each option would include information that could help her make a choice among them:

• The skills and knowledge needed before taking the course
• The skills and knowledge the provider claims the course teaches
• The probability of actually acquiring the skills and knowledge listed above based on the assessment records of previously enrolled students
• The technologies used in the course
• The cost of the course
• How to get further information electronically about the teaching institution

The student would be able to make her choice—what course to take, and from which institution—based on the information most critical for her. She would also be able to register for that course on-line and receive very specific instructions regarding her next steps (things like how to order a book, when to contact her instructor, and so on).

This scenario offers a somewhat unusual public information approach to quality control. However, in a setting where the teaching faculty may never get to know one another and where the institutional standards may vary across different states, it is one of the few possible options open for a cooperative virtual university model.

Distributed Student Services. In many of the western states, the community colleges are the natural first tier of local centers. They are already engaged in serving local constituencies and have well-developed student support systems. However, the development of distributed student services is at least as complex as the development of new instructional methods, and as full of implications for dramatic change for the community college.

Perhaps the most pivotal part of this transition rests with the staff who typically interact directly with students on important administrative and academic matters. These support staff will have to become accustomed to dealing with students they may never meet in person. This adjustment represents as big a conceptual shift as that required of instructors in the new electronically mediated learning environment. On-line forms of registration, enrollment, and assessment testing will need to be evaluated and adopted. Bookstore staff will need to mail larger numbers of texts and other materials efficiently, as well as
handle billing at a distance. With greater use of and reliance on technology, the training, orientation, and technical support for student services staff also become more important. The nature of telecommunications and the realities of modern student needs and expectations dictate that support staff adopt more of a one-stop approach to their functions. This means cross-training, with more staff learning all aspects of support services.

**Virtual University Role.** While campuses will want to develop some of these services internally, part of the role of the virtual university can be to remove some of the responsibility for supporting students. The WGU is designing a centralized student support system that students can use through a toll-free phone number or directly on-line. However, since these resources will not be supported in the way campus services are, students may have to pay for some of them.

Another role of the community college within the virtual university framework may be to offer support services to virtual university students living nearby and taking courses from other institutions. Inevitably, some students will prefer, even when services can be delivered directly to their home or workplace, to travel to a physical location for learning. Some learning experiences, like some students, will demand synchronous group interaction. This means the college will need to develop relationships with other institutions, in many cases institutions that are geographically far removed and quite dissimilar in size, mission, and resources. These kinds of relationships can involve familiar things like informal networks of test proctoring locations or existing articulation agreements; they can also be more complex.

Many of the mechanisms that have been used for decades simply do not apply to the new kinds of collaboration required by this distributed situation. There are still no broadly accepted models regarding who pays whom for what. The WGU designers recognize the need to have local service providers reimbursed for their efforts, but at this writing the formula for revenue sharing has not been set.

Another key challenge involves the changing roles of the college workforce. Community college administrators must recognize the need to develop a new paraprofessional staff to serve students. Some faculty may continue to focus on designing instruction, while others will decide to specialize in particular support services, like advising. While some of these transitions are already under way, the advent of the virtual university is likely to accelerate the process.

**Student Financial Aid.** One student service that is particularly complex and troubling is financial aid. Traditionally, student financial aid is based in a home institution that is responsible for establishing and verifying student need and levels of support, as well as providing all required record keeping and correspondence. All money provided for the student actually goes to and is distributed by this home institution. This model is predicated on the assumption that the student is taking courses at only one institution, and that institution is local.
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Several solutions for distant students and students engaged in study at multiple institutions have emerged. The simplest one is an agreement among the colleges involved, whereby one is designated the home institution for financial aid purposes. It agrees to reimburse the others at an appropriate level for services rendered. When the Colorado community college system created the Colorado Electronic Community College (CECC) to facilitate service to distant students, a special agreement was entered into between CECC and one of the existing system colleges to make an existing college the home institution for financial aid and other student service functions. This works, but obviously will be too cumbersome to use on the large-scale basis that emerges as virtual universities develop.

The real long-term response to these challenges must come from systemic policy change. In the case of financial aid, the federal government is the source of most financial aid, and sets the policies regarding its distribution. The federal agencies involved are considering, cautiously but seriously, changes in these basic policies that eventually will shift the way this system works. It seems likely that any immediate changes will be minor modifications of current practices to lessen the inequities for distant students. In the longer term, it may be that financial aid would go directly to students, rather than institutions, allowing students the flexibility to take courses wherever and however best suits them.

**Costs.** Institutions are faced with new or increased costs in several areas as they move into a distributed learning environment. At the least, traditional services will need to have extended hours, and this equates to higher staffing costs. New technology has to be paid for, and after the up-front purchase price, there will be ongoing costs for maintenance, connectivity, and training and orientation. On the conceptual level, as more of an institution's activities are conducted via technology, the costs of maintaining and running the physical plant can be reduced. Staff can be retrained in at least some cases, but few traditional institutions will be able to start shutting down buildings any time in the near future, so these new costs will have to be met with new sources of funding. One of the hallmarks of distributed learning is that political borders cease to have any necessary relevance. Since it seems unlikely that state legislatures or local boards of commissioners will agree to disburse taxpayer dollars to support learners in other states, a new funding mechanism must be created, perhaps by incorporating the concept of uncoupling instruction from support services.

Institutions providing noninstructional services to students might be paid for those services directly by students. This arrangement would require some careful reexamination of costs by institutions, but would benefit students in the sense that they would have a clearer understanding of exactly what their fees were paying for, and of buying only what they need. Or service costs might be covered by the originating institution, as part of the services agreement. Alternatively, student services might become part of the package provided by some brokering entity like the WGU, and covered by fees students
pay to that entity. Some hybrid system could also evolve that includes aspects of each of these arrangements.

There are other ways in which a local institution might benefit by providing services to students not enrolled in a program at that college. This was demonstrated in a recent Western Cooperative for Educational Telecommunications project funded by the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Telecommunications and Information Infrastructure Assistance Program. The Western Brokering Project linked specialized community college programs with students in several states, making it possible for students enrolled in a distance course to use a local college’s library and technology resources. This frequently resulted in the participating student signing up for additional courses locally. Colleges found they were able to offer additional educational opportunities to their local community for minimal additional costs.

Any discussion of the costs arising from this new educational environment should include some mention of a planning process for meeting those costs. Traditional planning tools may or may not have validity. Enrollment planning, for example, will certainly change as the potential student market for a course or program shifts from a local geographical area to a much larger, interest- or need-based audience. Traditional budgeting practices generally do not allow for the kinds of investment in technology or equipment necessary and are not typically set up to cover the three-year life span of modern computer hardware. Many institutions are considering or implementing new planning processes, designed to try to meet these new imperatives. Models for planning will vary considerably from institution to institution, but any successful process will be as inclusive of various groups and needs as possible, reflect the goals and mission of the institution, and allow for flexibility to respond to quickly changing conditions.

Role of the Community College in Course Delivery

As any college takes on the responsibility of serving students that do not come to its campus, it must develop ways to support those students. It also must have sufficient institutional commitment to support its staff and faculty in their efforts to support those non-campus-based students. Working in a virtual university context can make some of this student support a little less daunting. Colleges have the opportunity to rely on a central virtual university staff to assist with student services, and they also have the chance to form partnerships with colleges in other states.

Partnerships in Course Delivery. Just as collaboration among institutions will be a central part of the new distributed learning environment with regard to student services, it will also be part of course delivery. Avoiding duplicate offerings and maximizing the effective use of resources was one of the central motivating factors behind the creation of the Western Governors University.

The idea of forging partnerships for specific purposes is certainly not new for higher education institutions, especially in the field of distance or
distributed learning. Collaborating in the scheduling of telecourse broadcasts, for example, was a natural early development. This led easily to collaborating on telecourse licensing and to group buyouts of telecourse rights. The use of synchronous technologies for course delivery, whether computer, audio, or video based, demands cooperative scheduling of equipment, support staff, and rooms. The development of high-quality, high-tech curricular materials is typically beyond the existing budget of most community colleges, so joint development projects are becoming more common. These sometimes take the form of state- or system-level production facilities or operations, like Colorado's Educational Technology and Training Center or the Washington state community college system's Communications Technology Center.

The logical extension of collaborative instructional activities is the sharing of instructors among institutions. Though this is not new, it has become more feasible with the advent of technology-based teaching, which makes the physical location of the instructor mostly irrelevant.

**Unique Interstate Considerations.** There are several special challenges to serving students in different states. Using a virtual university framework, some of these can be made easier to overcome. Before we review these, we must acknowledge that some states still have geographic service areas. This anachronistic concept is completely unworkable and costly in an era of serving students electronically. These policies can actually discourage colleges from serving their own state citizens and encourage them to go out of state for students.

One of the trickiest aspects of interstate delivery for community colleges is what to charge out-of-state students. Since most community colleges were designed to serve their local geographic area, they do not have tuition policies that allow them to be competitive in a regional, national, or international environment. At one Colorado community college, inquiries have come in from all around the globe regarding the on-line classes they offer. They have to charge full out-of-state tuition for distant students, which makes this lower-cost learning experience too expensive for many. One proposal under discussion for the WGU is to loosen state regulations regarding charges to nonlocal students.

In addition to the challenges posed by state regulations on tuition rates, many states also require out-of-state course providers to be licensed in the state where the student resides. The requirements and procedures differ by state, which makes compliance by a virtual university program even more difficult. Researching the requirements, paying the requested fees, and filling out the appropriate documents takes staff time that typical colleges do not have to spare. Consequently, even when a good electronically delivered program may be in demand, a small college may be discouraged from offering it beyond its local area. Working in a collaborative regional organization like the WGU, reciprocal arrangements can be made among states that allow a college to comply with one set of entrance requirements applicable in all states.

Another sticky issue for colleges and the students they serve electronically is articulation, or, more often, the lack of it. More and more states are encouraging or requiring their colleges and universities to develop articulation agree-
ments. These are rare among institutions in different states. Consequently a student who studies with multiple colleges electronically may be faced with the overwhelming burden of finding one college that will accept the courses offered by all the others. The WGU solution to the articulation dilemma is to offer the student a WGU degree, based not on the number of courses taken but rather on the skills and knowledge demonstrated as a result of taking all the courses from the various institutions.

**Multiregional Accreditation.** The thirteen states involved in the WGU include three different regional academic accreditation agencies: the North Central Association, the Northwest Association, and the Western Association. If a college accredited by the Northwest Association offers classes to students residing in a state typically covered by the North Central Association, who is responsible for academic quality issues? In conversations between the designers of the WGU and the executive directors of the accrediting associations, it was agreed to explore developing a procedure for multiregional accreditation. While this is an obvious solution, it has never been successful in the past. However, now seems to be the right time for exploring new ways to solve these problems.

**Implications for the Future**

There are two major areas in which community colleges can continue to play an integral role in the expanding influence of virtual universities. The first area involves the decision to function as a *sending institution*, providing instruction to students electronically. In this case the definition of community shifts from a geographic base to a service or academic specialization base. Few colleges (or universities for that matter) can afford to shift all their academic programs to this environment. Consequently, college administrators and faculty making strategic decisions about where to focus their resources should try to build on the programmatic strengths of their institution. This means that colleges will also want to be linked with others that can fill in gaps in their offerings.

The second area of consideration involves the college’s position as a *student access and service center* within a virtual university. A community college can become a one-stop educational shopping center for its local constituency. This does not mean the college is a passive importer of courseware from other providers that may or may not meet its constituency’s needs. There are a number of ways in which community colleges can have a powerful voice in the development of virtual universities:

- **Data Collection.** Community colleges serving as local centers will collect data to track student use and student satisfaction with imported materials. This information can be collected centrally and used to modify learning materials.
- **Local Needs Assessment.** Community colleges can identify emerging needs for particular education or training programs in specific areas to better serve their local community. The assessment of needs at a local level will help central virtual university staff in developing new programs, products, and services.
• **Marketing.** Community colleges will serve an important role in the local marketing of virtual university programs and recruitment of students.

The transformation of the community college into a local education service center for the virtual university implies the reordering and refocusing of many traditional systems and mechanisms. On the one hand, instruction, especially in niche-market specialty programs, will originate from the college. This will compel the development of new instructional methods and new services for distant students, and new collaborative relationships with other institutions. At the same time, the community college will be serving local students as their service provider—their "place to learn"—enriching the learning experience regardless of where the instruction may originate. This implies the inevitable uncoupling of instruction from student support. As instruction increasingly becomes distributed, originating elsewhere than at the local campus, the various support services and how they are paid for will have to evolve as well.

In summary, the regional virtual university, in partnership with local community colleges, will serve an essential purpose in a new higher education environment by brokering service agreements, providing models, and facilitating communication. The changes required by this transition will be dramatic, complex, and no doubt often uncomfortable—but will ultimately result in broader access to higher quality learning experiences.
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This chapter reviews the current status of accrediting agency policies and addresses the challenges facing the organizations that evaluate and review American community colleges.

Who Sets the Standards? Accreditation and Distance Learning

Barbara Gellman-Danley

The proliferation of distance learning courses and programs poses an enormous challenge to those agencies charged with the responsibility for accrediting community colleges. This chapter addresses how this new form of learning affects accreditation of community colleges offering distance learning programs. For the purposes of this chapter, distance learning is defined as "a system and a process that connects learners with distributed learning resources" (Sullivan and Rocco, 1996, p. 1).

The founding premise of community colleges is access, providing open admissions to hundreds of thousands of learners each year. Distance learning expands the traditional definition of access. Through technology, colleges can provide access to higher education beyond the confines of the campus. For accrediting agencies charged with the oversight of standards and mission compliance, this expanded access poses a whole new set of challenges for which existing guidelines are often not adequate.

As distance learning courses and programs become more numerous, community college leaders and accreditors are faced with the challenge of assuring quality. Interestingly, critics of distance learning would place distance programs under greater scrutiny in some cases than traditional on-campus programs, and accrediting agencies may apply similar standards. For some, there is a preconception that distance learning programs are inherently inferior. Although this view is rooted mostly in perception, accreditors are escalating their own reviews and standards of good practice for programs delivered away from campus. In some cases, these standards are not reinforced, or differ dramatically from state policies. Often the standards are based upon precedents that are not appropriate for new forms of delivery.
Community colleges are accredited by regional agencies as well as specialized or professional bodies in specific disciplines, such as health education programs. And while the standards are usually no different for community colleges than for senior-level institutions, it is important that community colleges keep abreast of this changing accreditation environment. This chapter reports the findings of a study of the current status of accrediting agency policies and standards for community colleges and distance learning.

Background

In 1985, the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation (COPA) and the State Higher Education Executive Officers (SHEEO) produced a study designed to provide suggestions for guidelines and oversight of distance learning. This study, Project ALLTEL: Assessing Long Distance Learning Via Telecommunications (Chaloux, 1985), is described briefly in Chapters Three and Ten. The late president of COPA, Richard M. Millard, informed the author of this chapter that several states studied and used parts of the recommendations contained in the ALLTEL study. In addition, he felt the substance of the document provided an excellent beginning to an ongoing, in-depth review of existing guidelines and their relevance to nontraditional programs.

However, national guidelines for accrediting agencies did not follow for several years. COPA was dissolved in 1993, as was its successor, the Commission on Recognition of Postsecondary Accreditation (CORPA). In March 1996, the Council for Higher Education Accreditation (CHEA) was formed and now oversees all regional accrediting agencies and coordinates the work to advance self-regulation through accreditation. As of June 1997, it can be found on the World Wide Web at http://www.chea.org. As CHEA reviews all accreditation standards, it has a real opportunity to influence distance learning guidelines. In the meantime, the regional accrediting agencies are moving forward unilaterally.

Study and Methodology

Six regional accrediting agencies were contacted through a mail survey. Questions focused on the current policies and guidelines for distance learning, plans for the future revisions, and—as an example of applied policy—current guidelines for distance learning and libraries. The response rate was 100 percent. In addition to survey responses, current policies and accompanying memorandums addressing policy intent that were submitted by the agencies were also analyzed, and follow-up telephone interviews were conducted.

Findings: Stages of Policy Revision

Most agencies are vigorously studying how to address distance learning, but are in very different stages of considering revisions to current policies. For some of the accrediting commissions, separate policies are available for dis-
tance learning; many have no new policies. Many have adapted guidelines developed by one of two leading organizations, the American Council on Education (ACE) and the Western Cooperative for Educational Telecommunications of the Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education (WICHE). The ACE guidelines are titled *Guiding Principles for Distance Learning in a Learning Society* and take a strong learner-centered focus (Sullivan and Rocco, 1996). The Western Cooperative’s guidelines (1996), *Principles of Good Practice for Electronically Offered Academic Degree and Certificate Programs*, are briefer but also offer good guidelines for practitioners. Both will be referred to throughout this chapter.

For some accrediting agencies, increased use of distance learning demands complex, separate standards. For others, it is a matter of principle to assure consistency across programs through integrated guidelines that do not reference where learning is delivered.

**Survey Responses**

*Association for Community and Junior Colleges, Western Association of Schools and Colleges.* This association has no explicit guidelines for distance learning. The current accreditation standards apply to all parts of the institution and include both traditional and nontraditional programs. The standards address competencies in student outcomes applicable to all educational activities “regardless of where or how presented or by whom taught” (Accrediting Commission, 1996, p. 3).

Further reference to distance learning embraces the guidelines provided through the American Council on Education’s *Guiding Principles* (Sullivan and Rocco, 1996, p. 6).

Survey responses suggest that distance learning raises many questions for accreditors. The Western Commission’s counterpart at the university level is identifying more specific criteria from which to evaluate distance learning, including delineation of how many miles away from the campus courses are offered, and general concurrence with the off-campus guidelines. It is likely that the introduction of new projects in the West, specifically the Western Governors University described in Chapter Seven, will result in more changes in regional policy.

*Commission on Higher Education, Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools.* Guidelines for distance learning programs were first presented March 1997. The authors conclude that “ultimately, the evaluation and accreditation of distance learning programs will rest on an institution’s efforts to demonstrate that it accepts and complies with the Commission on Higher Education’s standards for accreditation” (Commission on Higher Education, 1996, p. 1).

The commission introduced the requirement that institutions must explicitly state the rationale for entering into distance learning. The processes, policies, goals, and curricula of the distance learning programs must be clearly stated and must be consistent with those “established for other learning
environments” (Commission on Higher Education, 1996, p. 2). All academic programs and support services must be appropriate for this new delivery system. Since many such programs incorporate technology-based programming developed outside the institution, the commission notes the importance of validating the academic credibility of such materials. The curriculum, too, must be reviewed for congruency with other curricula of the institution, allowing for ease of movement through all available programs.

Student outcomes will be measured as part of the commission’s new guidelines, which require faculty and administrators to articulate clearly the benefits to students as these relate to “costs, learning effectiveness, ease of use, and access to the appropriate information and learning technologies” (Commission on Higher Education, 1996, p. 2). The standards also encourage collaborative group learning and consistent applications of technology for distance learning.

Middle States identifies distance learning and the use of distributed learning as catalysts for faculty innovation in helping learners achieve their educational goals. As the faculty role shifts to encompass that of course administrator or manager, the selection and training of faculty becomes critical to the success of the distance learning program. The commission emphasizes the need for substantive support to faculty to manage a distance learning course, including “access to computers, fax machines, and long distance telephone lines” (Commission on Higher Education, 1996, p. 4). Compensation models may need revision to respond to the changing demands on faculty time for development and course preparation. Central to the success of programs is the role of site administrators, distribution clerks, library resource personnel, and other support staff.

The Middle States guidelines address the importance of parity for distance learners in terms of educational outcomes, credit transferability, financial aid eligibility, and professional certification. Additional guidelines require that “administrators, managers, and coordinators possess not only technical proficiency in distance learning technology but a thorough understanding of how the distance learning activity is inextricably linked to the institutional mission and to the assessment of institutional effectiveness” (Commission on Higher Education, 1996, p. 8).

The emphasis on proper staffing is important to the success of such programs and a strong component of accreditation standards. Repeatedly, the commission stresses the importance of linking these courses and programs to institutional mission, including proper funding and facilities in light of the overall direction of the college. Commitment from the administration, faculty, and staff must be demonstrated to “ensure the continuity and integrity of the program” (Commission on Higher Education, 1996, p. 9).

Middle States takes its guidelines further than many in noting the importance of marketing the distance learning programs clearly, insisting on full disclosure of the requirements in all publications. Also discussed are decisions
regarding copyright, fair use, and intellectual property. The Middle States guidelines are very sophisticated and offer an excellent model for other accrediting agencies struggling with standards for distance learning.

Commission on Higher Education, New England Association of Schools and Colleges. Although no specific policies for distance learning exist at this time, current standards have applicability, according to survey respondents. They observe that institutions whose policies, practices, or resources differ significantly from those described in the Standards for Accreditation must present evidence that these are appropriate to higher education, consistent with institutional mission and purposes, and effective in meeting the commission standards.

The commission noted that the proliferation of distance education programs as well as the commission's commitment to equity in decision making necessitates the development of a uniform set of principles for such evaluations. Respondents' comments parallel other agencies' observation that the time for the reformation of policy has clearly arrived.

Although there are no separate standards, the respondents noted that the visiting team of accreditors customarily includes evaluators with experience and expertise at institutions where distance learning is a major part of their activity. The commission is reviewing distance learning through continuing discussions and anticipates that this review will be ongoing. Issues to be addressed include the nature of faculty-student interaction, incentives for faculty, training and support, special facilities and equipment, methods for assessing quality, and effects on governance, advising, and the curriculum (Commission on Higher Education, New England Association of Schools and Colleges, memorandum dated June 5, 1996, p. 6).

North Central Association of Colleges and Schools, Commission on Institutions of Higher Education. North Central endorses the WICHE Principles, and plans to integrate these guidelines into their next handbook. While they have no official statement on distance learning other than this endorsement, the agency uses existing guidelines on institutional change in looking at significant distance learning requests. (See North Central Association of Colleges and Schools, 1992, 1994, 1995.)

The guidelines include assurances of strong planning and accountability for new programs. These criteria may be difficult to meet for many distance learning programs. Not all campus-based programs will withstand the scrutiny required by the guidelines either. It is important to recognize that distance learners deserve strong guidelines to assure a quality education; the guidelines must not, however, be more limiting or more stringent than those applied to other programs.

North Central is currently considering the possibility of developing its own statement about the commission's expectations for distance learning instead of relying solely on the WICHE guidelines.

Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges, Commission on Colleges. The Northwest Association is exploring ways to address distance learning, and
has adapted the WICHE guidelines (Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges, 1996). The focus of current standards is on compatibility of policies, methods, and delivery systems with the institutional goals and mission—but the Northwest Association plans to examine all education as part of the greater institutional effort. The determining factor in quality of distance learning, it notes, will be the institution's intent. As guidelines are reviewed, one commission member stressed that everyone has a stake in positive outcomes.

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Commission on Colleges. The Southern Association has clearly defined guidelines for distance learning, stating “Institutions offering courses for credit through distance learning activities must meet all criteria related to faculty. Whether through direct contact or other appropriate means, institutions offering distance learning programs must provide students with structured access to and interaction with full-time faculty members” (Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, 1992, p. 49).

The Southern Association’s guidelines specifically address evaluation of distance learning programs, requiring the distance learning evaluator to carefully review the institution’s organizational chart and administrative structure to ensure accountability for distance learning activities. This is an important criterion not mentioned by many accreditors. It implies that the placement of distance learning within the organizational setting may speak loudly for the institution’s commitment to the courses or programs.

Specific guidelines require the distance learning evaluator to assure that the visiting accreditation team address all relevant courses and programs offered away from the campus. As with other accrediting agencies, the link to the college’s mission is critical. Evaluators must ask whether distance learning is part of the broader institutional plan and then delve into faculty, staffing, and other related issues.

One of the greatest challenges for distance learning is the research base, often not sufficient to convince faculty and administrators to offer technology-based courses away from campus. The Southern Association requires research and evaluation as part of distance learning programs. The standards then require full justification of choices, locations, planning, curriculum development, and a variety of process-related issues.

The selection and qualification of the faculty is noted in the separate distance learning standards. These standards are designed to ensure that the academic qualifications of distance teaching faculty are the same as on-campus faculty, and also address the level of experience of faculty working in this type of distance learning activity.

In cases where the institution participates in a consortium or contractual relationship with an outside party, the Southern Association includes evaluation criteria for those partnerships. These criteria ask whether or not the arrangements have been documented, and if student services are guaranteed.

Educational support services are strongly emphasized. The criteria address the need to target student development activities specifically to students.
involved in distance learning, and the need to demonstrate that the availability of these services is well communicated to distance learners. The standards also mandate assessment of administrative and fiscal commitment. Finally, in reviewing a college's self-study process, the Southern Association requires detailed inclusion of distance learning program reviews. Colleges and universities must document how such programs were assessed in the self-study and by whom. For new programs, the Southern Association also has separate, detailed Guidelines for Planning Distance Learning Activities.

Principles of Good Practice for Electronically Delivered Academic Degree and Certificate Programs. The Principles, developed by the Western Cooperative for Educational Telecommunications of the Western Cooperative for Higher Education (WICHE), were a response to higher education's quickened rate of adding programs offered through distance learning. They are not meant to serve as a substitute for the standards for accreditation of agencies, which apply to all educational activities offered "in the name of the institution, regardless of where or how presented, or by whom taught" (Western Cooperative for Educational Telecommunications, 1996, p. 1). They do, however, serve as a good framework for institutions developing and evaluating distance learning programs.

The WICHE Principles include sections on curriculum and instruction that outline programs of study to include outcomes, coherency, completion, alternate delivery times, interaction, and faculty oversight. Within the institutional context and commitment, the Principles note the importance of fitting distance learning programs into the context of institutional role and mission. They further emphasize the need for faculty support and training, support resources, timely and adequate student support services, marketing efforts, and assessment.

The Principles reinforce the need for the institutions to commit the support of faculty, finances, and technical resources. While many institutions may introduce programs without a commitment to continuation, the WICHE standards encourage support for "continuation of the program for a period sufficient to enable students to complete a degree/certificate" (Western Cooperative for Educational Telecommunications, 1996, p. 3). To assure quality within the program, guidelines encourage evaluation and assessment of student learning outcomes, student retention, and student and faculty satisfaction. Students should have access to this evaluation data, and assessment of student achievement should be provided at both the course and program level.

Guiding Principles for Distance Learning in a Learning Society. In May 1996, the American Council on Education (ACE) introduced this document as an outgrowth of a concern for quality education and training opportunities for adults. The Center for Adult Learning and Educational Credentials formed a broad-based task force to develop the principles. Their partner in this effort was the Alliance: An Association for Alternative Degree Programs for Adults, of which approximately 125 members are colleges and universities.
The Preface to the *Guidelines* notes that "the task force had two key insights. The first was that the digital revolution has altered previous limitations of time and space in a profound way. In this era, when time and space have only relative existences, we lead new lives—ones in which we are no longer children of time or space, to paraphrase Emerson. . . . [The second insight was] that learning permeates many sectors of society, therefore principles of good practice must not be applicable only to institutions of higher education" (Sullivan and Rocco, 1996, pp. 1–2). This focus is central to the development of these guidelines, emphasizing the involvement of all those in the learning enterprise, including individual learners, institutions, corporations, labor unions, associations, and government agencies.

Authors of the *Guidelines* identified four key issues—the impact of technology advances, quality assurance, student-centered programs, and core values in a learning society. The development of values moves these guidelines away from a strict focus on distance learning, placing distance learning within the larger institutional context. Specifically, it is emphasized that the *Guidelines* do not constitute a "how to" list, but rather a "statement designed to address the qualities that should characterize the learning society in years ahead" (Sullivan and Rocco, 1996, p. 2).

One perspective that sets this document apart from the *WICHE Principles* is the emphasis on core values. For example, one core value states "Learning is a lifelong process, important to successful participation in the social, cultural, civic, and economic life of a democratic society" (Sullivan and Rocco, 1996, p. 3).

Central areas of concern defined and described in the *ACE Guidelines* include the context for learning, support for learners, organizational commitment, outcomes assessment, and the planning and infrastructure needed to support distance learning programs.

**Achieving Parity in Distributed Learning**

A fundamental conflict in devising standards for distance learning is whether distance learning programs should even have separate guidelines. One accrediting agency was adamant when interviewed that the problem with the ACE recommendations was the implication that distance learning needs its own guidelines. Other agencies were equally committed to the bifurcation of policies and standards, stating that without separate regulations distance learning will become substandard compared to on-campus programs.

Eventually, the lines must disappear between on-campus and distance learning. The requisites for the latter are clearly more rigid, implying that if a course is not taken on a college campus it will be inferior. But the opposite may also be true. If the accrediting agencies are concerned about support services, academic integrity, and other areas such as making sure registration is learner-centered, why then should they not evaluate traditional programs with equal rigor?
Regional-State Tensions

States have traditionally managed to oversee distributed learning through existing organizations such as state regents or similar bodies headed up by a formal governance structure. When regional accrediting agencies are at odds with these structures, interesting tensions can develop—with the local college caught in the middle. Which master should the community college obey?

Too often states become their own bureaucratic stumbling blocks. Faculty-driven groups may be hesitant about introducing new (possibly threatening) technologies for education, and states respond by writing very conservative policies. But these policies are mute when other institutions beam their signals over state lines into the homes of all learners.

Ultimately, the choice between state and regional regulations must be guided by the educational needs of the learner. If institutions truly believe that they are offering quality programs through distance learning, they will rise to the occasion in ways that meet the needs of all their various masters. As the technologies grow at an increasing rate, all policymakers must accept that trying to force new learning paradigms into old policy frameworks is deadly for progress.

Unresolved Issues

Our system of accreditation has served as an important vehicle for quality assurance in higher education. Primary responsibility for quality assurance is a function of multiple levels of accountability that include the institution, the state, the regional accrediting agency, and specialized accrediting agencies. Distributed learning is a force that requires a fundamental reexamination of the policies and procedures that define the business of higher education. It is important that community colleges be aware both of the issues involved and of the roles played by those responsible for quality assurance.

Important academic issues include the academic calendar, access and admissions, curriculum, evaluation of teachers and programs, mission compliance, and articulation. Fiscal policies must address tuition and fees, costs and cost sharing, revenue sharing, and financial commitment. Service issues include the relationship between community college and four-year-plus programs, interstate agreements, and the viability of geographic service areas. Labor management issues include class size, compensation, copyright and intellectual property rights, incentives and development, workload, and training. Support service issues include advising, counseling, libraries, marketing, and access to course resources. Finally, organizational and governance issues include the role of state, institutional, and consortial boards, staffing, and organizational structure for distance learning.

Community colleges offering distance programs are at the center of a fluid policy development environment. Guidelines are often in conflict, and as multistate consortia grow, there will be new organizations seeking accreditation
across state lines and even across regions. To date, the commissions determining accreditation criteria have not reached consensus on how to handle those challenges.

Much progress has been made in the last five years with respect to assuring quality programs through distance learning. Biases against distance programs are still very much in evidence, and skeptics abound. Nonetheless, distance learning technologies are growing at a rate that outpaces our ability to develop sufficient guidelines. The challenges are enormous, and very real—so, too, are the opportunities.
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As the communication technologies of today challenge the traditional concept of ownership, community colleges must address copyright and intellectual property issues.

Ownership and Access: Copyright and Intellectual Property in the On-Line Environment

Marina Stock McIsaac, Jeremy Rowe

The new semester has begun at City Community College. You have been preparing materials for a new course, Introduction to Multimedia, to be offered on the World Wide Web. After hours of searching for high-quality materials to support your course, you have finally located just what you need. You tell a colleague, "I'm really excited about what I've found for the students. We've got video clips from Disney, and I'm going to use Macromedia Director. There are some great journal articles I've found on the Web and I'm putting those in my on-line bibliography. I even found a good-looking Web site out there that I can use by copying the html. This is really going to be fun!"

You assemble your class resources and prepare handouts so your students can download the program and video clips directly to their desktops. By the end of the first few weeks of classes, students have found National Geographic and PBS clips to add to the course resources and the class seems to be a great success. As you return to your office at City Community College, your secretary hands you a registered letter. A law firm representing Disney productions is citing you for violation of copyright. What do you do?

This scenario may become a more frequent occurrence as teachers across the country are encouraged to put their class materials on the Internet or World Wide Web. As teachers begin to enhance their courses with visuals, video clips, and sound bites, the issue of what material can be used becomes a vital concern.
Why Worry About Copyright?

The rapid expansion of communication technologies has been accompanied by a growing interest in the issues of copyright and intellectual property rights. Electronic storage and transfer of text and images has made cutting and pasting a way of life. With words and pictures so easily available, concerns about the protection of the intellectual property of the creators of written and graphic materials are increasing.

The recent growth of the Internet has exacerbated these concerns. Viewers can easily capture and modify articles, photographs, video clips, and graphics. Indeed, in many cases Internet users believe that if an article or picture is on the Net, it is free for the taking. The "access equals permission to use" philosophy has been deeply disturbing to those concerned with copyright and enforcement of intellectual property rights and has complicated negotiations for guidelines to allow educational fair use without obtaining permission. These issues have widespread implications for distance educators.

Educators must demand that effective policies be developed in the areas of copyright, fair use, duplication, and revenue generation for print and non-print educational materials. These policies must address the needs of both the copyright holder and the end user. As educators begin to develop and market their own programs and assume the role of copyright owner, they often begin to view the issues of control and access differently. Copyright and intellectual property issues will be key to the success of all technology-based educational efforts. All groups have a stake in how these important policy issues are addressed.

Legal and Licensing Issues

From a copyright or intellectual property perspective, faculty-produced materials for distance learning differ significantly from materials used in the classroom. Copyright guidelines established for educational fair use specify face-to-face instruction and interpretations vary with regard to their application to materials distributed to students at remote sites over video or computer networks. Much of the focus of this debate relates to whether or not remote instructional sites qualify as face-to-face instruction. Typically educators favor the inclusion of such sites, while producers, distributors, and publishers do not. For example, the recently negotiated "Fair Use Guidelines for Educational Multi-Media" limit the use of multimedia materials to:

- Remote real-time instruction to students enrolled in curriculum-based courses (that is, no recorded or rebroadcast courses)
- Transmissions over a network in a manner that prevents making copies of copyrighted materials

The limitations of real-time instruction and security requirements serve as formidable barriers to many distance education applications. (For more infor-
mation on the guidelines, see the following World Wide Web site:
http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/MRC/kastenmeier.html.)

Legislation, case law, and institutional policies—already difficult to apply
to copyright issues in contained classrooms—fail to address the power of the
video and computer networks used in distance education today. Furthermore,
policies that inadequately address infringement and permission as applied to
slides copied from reference books and use of off-air or recorded videotape
completely fail to deal with issues of licensing, permissions for broadcast, or
computer distribution. Faculty and students can copy, modify, and distribute
materials without understanding the implications or potential institutional
ramifications of copyright and intellectual property rights. From an adminis-
trative perspective, concerns can be categorized into issues related to:

- Faculty-produced material that incorporates elements whose copyright is
  controlled by others, or faculty use of commercial products
- Student-produced material and the releases or permissions that should be
  obtained to use student materials in distance education contexts
- Team-produced material and the issues of ownership surrounding crediting
  and assignment of ownership and the implications associated with future
  use of materials produced by production teams involving faculty, students,
  instructional designers, and production staff

Course Materials on the Internet. The Internet raises a number of
issues that further complicate the educational use of copyrighted materials.
From its origins in the ARPANET and BITNET, the Internet developed in an
atmosphere of cooperation and collaboration. In the early days, commercial
products were few and information being transmitted was primarily text. The
“culture of sharing” that evolved from these early days has clashed with the
concept of ownership as defined by the protections and rights outlined in
copyright and intellectual property law. The economic potential of electronic
versions of traditional media such as books, photographs, graphics, and video
has renewed commercial interests relative to licensing and commercialization.

During this same period, distance education evolved from broadcast to
satellite, microwave, and cable distribution for video materials. Now comput-
ers and network capabilities make it possible for educators to reach vast new
student populations. Production capabilities available to the average user per-
mit scanning and video capture, and the Internet provides convenient access
to millions of text, graphic, and video resources. The ability of faculty, staff,
and students to acquire, modify, and create materials using technology-based
resources reflects technological advances unimaginable to the Congress draft-
ing the 1978 copyright law.

Electronic Publication Rights. Electronic publication rights provide
another area that has increased in complexity due to the increasing com-
mercialization of the Internet. Few community college faculty members are
aware of the considerations associated with the assignment or licensing of
their intellectual property when negotiating publishing contracts. Some of these considerations include rights to derivative works, display, performance, and distribution in electronic as well as print media.

Many contracts assign copyright to the publisher and include broad print and electronic rights. Unless specified in the contract, faculty who sign away the copyright for their work may be required to obtain permission and pay copyright fees to the publisher to duplicate and use their own work. Electronic distribution may also address any revenue derived from licensed duplication through services such as Uncover, which provides access to materials by charging service and copyright fees. The copyright fees range from a few dollars to almost $100 with a significant portion of the copyright fee going to the copyright holder.

The process of obtaining print or electronic rights to use copyrighted materials is time consuming, and provides no guarantees that the copyright holder will permit use of the material. In addition, if permission is granted, cost and guidelines for use vary dramatically. Important considerations in requesting permission for print material include the number of copies, proportion of the work to be duplicated, and how competitive the reproduction is with sales of the text or reprint. Electronic rights are even more difficult to assess when deciding whether to grant permission and what fees to charge. Some copyright holders may be flexible and permit electronic use, but may limit access by requiring passwords. Others may charge exorbitant fees. Many will not permit any electronic use at all.

Transmission over video or computer networks—common for distance education courses—involves electronic rights when printed material is captured by the video camera and scanned into a document or used as a graphic. These conversions of media are derivative works and even relatively liberal interpretations of the guidelines indicate that permission of the copyright holder is needed if such materials are distributed over networks.

A great fear among producers is losing control of material that is available electronically. Duplication is extremely easy and the result of a single open posting can significantly affect the market for the material in print. Potential loss of revenue coupled with the complexity and current unreliability of billing for individual use considerably complicates the process of obtaining permissions for electronic use of copyrighted material. Faculty wishing to post their articles on the Internet should check the contract and publication agreements to determine if they have retained the right to do so. For future publications, authors should consider potential use of their materials, retaining the rights necessary to use their work.

Faculty members typically acquire materials to support their teaching from a variety of sources, often using broadcast materials, videotape, films, slides, CD-ROM software, and Internet materials. The penalties associated with violation of copyright can be severe. Fair use guidelines represent an attempt to accommodate the needs of traditional classroom applications.
Fair Use

Initial efforts to provide flexibility and permit justification for the educational use of copyrighted materials in a limited context without the need to obtain permission resulted in the Agreement on Guidelines for Classroom Copying in Not-For-Profit Educational Institutions (1976). The guidelines (in section 107 of H.R. 2223) state the minimum standards allowable for educational uses of copyrighted material. These include "criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research" (p. 65). The guidelines then stipulate four factors that are considered when determining fair use.

- The purpose and character of the use
- The nature of the copyrighted work
- The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the whole work
- The effect on the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work

Although the use of copyrighted material without permission is an infringement, the fair use guidelines provide a framework for the justification to waive liability if all four of the criteria have been met.

The perspective of what is acceptable and what is infringement forms a continuum from the view of the user (who is interested in economical access) to the publisher, producer, or copyright holder (who are all interested in protecting rights to a work). Even an author who intends to freely distribute a work is usually interested in receiving due credit if the work is distributed or reproduced. Interestingly, the guidelines readily acknowledge that technological developments may affect the interpretation of fair use in the future.

Because the fair use guidelines are broad and open to varying interpretation by faculty, librarians, media professionals, and administrators, the courts and various agencies have provided additional direction in refining the concept of fair use. The National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works addressed fair use in the CONTU report (Committee on the Judiciary, 1978). In addition, the Conference on Fair Use also issued some draft guidelines, available on-line at http://www.utsystem.edu/ocg/intellectualproperty/confu.htm. Although these guidelines have finally evolved to a point of effectively addressing print duplication, they are still working on issues such as library reserve and interlibrary loan. Unfortunately, the evolution of policy falls far behind the needs of distance educators, computer networks, Internet developers, or the myriad of other people using technology in education today. The laws and policies cannot develop quickly enough to guide the application of technology, which today changes exponentially.

The Kastenmeier Guidelines represented an initial attempt to address off-air recording of broadcast video materials by nonprofit educational institutions (Congressional Record, 1984). The guidelines are vague in their application to
cable and satellite distribution and do not permit editing or rebroadcast over educational television systems unless it is to dedicated classrooms—see Section 110(2). These omissions again limit the usefulness of the guidelines for many video applications in distance education.

The tremendous growth of the Internet and WWW together with the changing role of higher education from a contained classroom model to a distributed media model has profound implications for fair use. Technologies such as video (via satellite and cable) and the WWW drastically change the ground rules for using educational materials that are not self-produced.

In 1993, the Consortium of College and University Media Centers (CCUMC) began to assemble interested parties to establish guidelines for multimedia. The CCUMC Fair Access Working Committee brought together representatives from the education, software, publishing, broadcast music, motion picture, and video industries to begin discussions designed to establish guidelines for the educational use of copyrighted materials in distance education (Consortium of College and University Media Centers, 1995).

From the educator’s perspective, the intent was to broaden access to materials without the need to spend time locating and obtaining permission from the copyright holders. Because the interests of copyright holders lie in protecting the market for their materials, they have acknowledged that their interests might be served by slightly broader interpretations of nonprofit educational use rather than narrow restrictions that could be costly and difficult to enforce.

After significant negotiations but well before closure, a series of draft guidelines were drawn up and used as the basis for discussion at a teleconference, primarily for educators (Consortium of College and University Media Centers, 1995). The action of the CCUMC workgroup was slowed by the concerns of network distribution of copyrighted materials by educational users (Jacobson, 1995).

Though not universally endorsed, the guidelines have been supported by organizations such as the Instructional Telecommunications Council and the American Association of Community Colleges. These guidelines are initial attempts to address a number of critical issues including what materials can be used, time limits, acceptable portions, copies, and use over distance learning systems (Dalziel, 1997). However, many issues remain unresolved for use in distance education, including student limits at remote sites and the requirement that delivery technology prevent copying.

Even the more liberal distance learning fair use guidelines proposed in the CONTU discussions limit fair use to nonprofit educational activities “transmitted over a secure system with limited access” for single, one-time use. Other factors that limit potential distance education use include references to “classrooms or other places normally devoted to instruction” that are “directly related and of material assistance to the teaching content.” In addition, any copies retained for student use may not be reproduced and must be erased not more
than fifteen days after transmission. For computer-based material, the guidelines remove the restriction of a classroom or instructional space, but do not allow copying by individual students. These guidelines are available on-line at http://www.utsystem.edu/ogc/intellectualproperty/distguid.htm.

Two key factors influence the importance of the Internet and its impact on educational administrators. The first is the change from paper copies handed out in the traditional, self-contained educational classroom that is assumed in copyright guidelines to increasingly distributed, "published" documents available via network to students and the community. Like other extended educational applications, the potential size of the audience and the noneducational nature of the transmission media shift Internet applications toward the commercial end of the continuum in the eye of the public and policymakers.

The second factor is the growing awareness of materials available on the Internet. The public perceives the Internet as a tool of commerce. The economic potential of using the network is driving policy discussions relative to licensing, and has greatly restricted more liberal copyright use permits. Prime evidence is the current trend to tighten restrictions for educational use and the strong movement to empower the copyright holder as evident in the current National Information Infrastructure white paper (Lehman, 1995).

Recent efforts to revise copyright law have involved recommendations that significantly shift the balance of fair use by strengthening the rights of the copyright holder and limiting the ability to use materials without obtaining permission. As the Internet increasingly reaches a broad and affluent marketplace, information providers such as publishers and distributors will likely increase efforts to reach much broader markets than they previously targeted. Thus efforts to market more broadly appear to significantly affect the impact of the specific use on potential marketability, a key fair use criterion.

**Duplication Infringements**

The rapid expansion of communication technologies like the World Wide Web has challenged the concept of fair use, and teachers are venturing into uncharted waters. Materials that they once would have duplicated for single-classroom use are now being distributed across networks and are suddenly available to a much larger audience.

Policies to regulate duplication are not able to keep up with the development of reproduction technologies. Browsers and scanners have changed the way in which documents and images are used and exchanged. What once took hours now can be done in minutes. Images and text can be used, transformed, and reused in a variety of formats. Files can be easily captured, stored, and reused—often without an acknowledgment for their creator. Images can be manipulated and revised at will. All these duplication infringements occur in the absence of firm policies to deter the person doing the duplicating. Indeed,
many people are unaware that they are violating the intellectual property rights of others when they borrow an image from the Web or scan an article to send to their class.

Perhaps the most visible example of duplication infringement can be found on the thousands of home pages springing up on the Web. The broad range of technologies that are suddenly available, and the ease of placing text, video, and graphics on a home page, exacerbates the problem. Without a clear policy outlining what is and what is not acceptable in terms of duplicating, teachers will continue to use what is available to them. As technologies allow duplication to become easier and faster, problems for educators, publishers, and producers of original material will continue to grow.

Revenue Generation and Faculty Ownership

Another issue that must be addressed is ownership of materials. Although in business materials produced by employees are considered to be the property of the employer as works-for-hire, academia has not had a similar tradition. Books and articles written by faculty members at community colleges and universities have been considered the intellectual property of the faculty member. Recently, as teams of teachers and production staff have developed software or courseware together, the issue of ownership has become increasingly complex. Educational institutions, seeing that the development of multimedia materials has become lucrative, are becoming interested in their fair share of the revenue.

The development of Internet courses raises questions concerning who owns the course, the faculty, or the institution. Issues surrounding production incentives such as overload pay, release time, and institutional rewards are convincing administrators that materials developed using college resources rightfully belong to the college. When faculty work results in money being returned to the college, where should those funds go? Should they be returned to a local account, to the faculty member, or to general institutional overhead? Policies that clearly outline ownership are common in regard to patents in many research universities. However, few community colleges address the issues of ownership of courses and curriculum materials in their faculty contracts or policies. Therefore, when questions of control or revenue distribution arise, faculty and administrators must react with little guidance or direction, usually only after the issue has become a concern to one or both parties.

Student-produced materials pose an additional problem. If a student produces a product for class, who owns the product? If the student is hired to produce a product (on a grant, for example), who owns the product? What is the difference between work for hire and contracting services in terms of intellectual property rights? Unlike the private sector, academia has traditionally allowed creators to retain ownership. Colleges must address troubling issues such as ownership and control of instructional materials, and policies must protect both the individual and the institution.
Conclusion

The issues surrounding copyright and intellectual property are very complex, and operate in an ever-changing environment. To avoid finding themselves in the position of responding to a cease-and-desist letter from a publisher as described in the opening of this chapter, teachers and administrators need to be aware of copyright and ownership concerns and work to develop and implement appropriate policies. Critical decisions must be made based on interpretations of general policies rather than on firm guidelines. One way to begin to understand and address the issues of copyright and intellectual property in education is as a continuum from low to high levels of risk. Policy and guidelines can be used to define the continuum in general terms. Informed administrators and counsel must then determine a point or range that represents an appropriate risk level. Finally, institutional policies and procedures must be developed to support that position. Some of the key elements appropriate to address in institutional policies include:

- Efforts to educate and increase awareness about copyright and intellectual property issues and relevant institutional policies
- Ways to access information and assistance in obtaining licensing, clearances, and answers to copyright and intellectual property questions
- Resources available to provide access to licensed originally produced materials
- Criteria for establishing ownership and procedures for using materials produced by faculty and students at the institution (print, multimedia, and intellectual property in addition to patents)
- Consequences for violation of institutional policies, and procedures for appeal from those consequences

Comprehensive institutional policies will provide some protection to the institution while lending credibility to educators and librarians in their efforts to shape national and international policies and laws that support educational use and increase access to our communities.

Publishers, producers, and other creators of materials have been the driving force behind recent efforts to address these issues. Studies such as the National Information Infrastructure green and white papers on copyright have had little initial input from libraries and educators. As a result, they generally recommend strengthening the position of the copyright holder while restricting public access and educational use without proper licensing. An intense effort by educational and library organizations showed this process down and returned educational use and public access to the national debate.

This new role of advocacy will grow in importance as the use of technology in education and libraries provides increasing access by remote users. Critical to this process are the continuation of cooperative discussions between the various interests such as the Consortium of College and University Media Centers and their work with publishers and media producers. Discussions
such as these should be encouraged to ensure the development of effective licensing models and procedures designed to address the needs of both users and copyright holders.

Swifter procedures for obtaining copyright permission must be devised. In this period of change when institutions of higher education are resizing, reengineering, and reinventing themselves, the technological revolution offers a variety of solutions to problems of classroom space, course delivery, and differentiated staffing.

Telecommunications licensing and copyright issues are two areas in which federal legislation must move ahead to keep pace with technology. It is essential that the higher education community learn how to compete in this new electronic marketplace and extend the reach of campuses into the home and workplace.
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This chapter analyzes the literature related to distance education in the community college environment, and looks ahead to new areas of inquiry.

Distance Education and the Community College: From Convention to Vision

Connie L. Dillon, Rosa Cintrón

As distance education plays an increasingly dominant role in community college education, it stands to alter the function of the community college at a time when the community college is poised to challenge traditional conceptions of higher education. Brey (1991) documents significant increases in the number of community colleges that are using and planning to use distance education. These figures surpass both the actual and anticipated use of distance education in other sectors of higher education. Two-year colleges make up the largest sector of higher education, in both numbers of institutions and enrollments. The forces predicted to serve as catalysts for change in higher education—increasing diversity in student population, new partnerships with business, and competition from commercial providers—have a strong influence on the community college (Rossman, 1992). Community colleges are often the first to venture beyond predictable and comfortable borders in higher education, seeking to fulfill their open-door mission and tradition of community service.

This volume has made clear that until now, the response to the innovation of distance education has been dominated by questions of effectiveness. Considerable further research is needed to help us better understand how to use telecommunications effectively in education. But technological change may force us to rethink the very meaning of effectiveness in education—so some new questions are in order.

Our exploration of the current literature was organized into three thematic areas identified as important by community college leaders (Morrison, 1995):
learners and learning, teachers and teaching, and mission and boundaries. For each theme we addressed old questions that have been answered and emerging questions that must be answered as we move into the next millennium.

Learners and Learning

Whenever a new instructional technology is developed, the first question we seek to answer is whether the new technology is as good as what we used in the past. In the field of distance learning, effectiveness has been defined in terms of learning, persistence, and attitudes, but the most prevalent questions are those related to learning.

Delivery system does not appear to influence learning, whether comparing conventional instruction with television instruction (Chu and Schramm, 1975), with computer instruction (Kulik and Kulik, 1980, 1986), with multimedia instruction (Fletcher, 1990; McNeil and Nelson, 1991), or with distance instruction (Whittington, 1988; Moore and Thompson, 1990). When the comparative studies focus explicitly on community colleges, the findings are similar (MacBrayne, 1995; Blanchard, 1989; Nixon, 1992).

However, it can be argued that the premise that conventional education is the appropriate standard of excellence for twenty-first-century education is flawed. Conventional instruction may not accommodate individual learner needs (Berman, Wyman, and Kunz, 1972); it fails to adjust for differences among learners in terms of time required to master a learning task. It also binds students and teachers to a common time and place, and it provides limited access to the “world brain” (Rossman, 1992).

The Medium-Method Dilemma. Although we may clearly conclude from the research that any delivery system can be used to teach any content, there is also evidence that different instructional strategies are more effective for different learning tasks. For instance, some research indicates that lecture strategies may be a better choice for information learning than for problem solving (Weston and Cranton, 1986). For information learning, a videotape presentation has certain advantages over a face-to-face presentation: the simultaneous presentation of voice, pictures, and words (Nugent, 1982); the opportunity to review the material; the availability of a variety of cuing strategies to direct attention (Schramm, 1977); and the ease of placing new concepts (Tennyson, 1996). Audio conferencing technologies may be appropriate for tasks that require group discussion or case study strategies (Gilcher and Johnstone, 1989). The concreteness of a video conference may be the preferred choice for tasks that require motion (Schramm, 1977). Likewise, conferencing systems may be preferable to taped systems when the task requires immediate feedback (Moore and Kearsley, 1996) or learner involvement in instructional decisions. Therefore our new questions must help us understand the relationship between learning tasks, instructional strategies, and delivery system attributes.

Individualized Learning and Within-Group Differences. One of the promises of distance education is as a vehicle for responding to the increasing diversity in higher education, whether diversity of culture, gender, age, expe...
rience, or educational needs (Jonsen and Johnstone, 1991; Duning, Van Kek erix, and Zaborowski, 1993). Research shows that certain learner characteristics may interact with delivery systems to affect performance. For example, the need for external motivation may be more important for low-motivated students in individualized distance education systems than for low-motivated learners in interactive systems (Bruning, Landis, Hoffman, and Grosskopf, 1993; Cookson, 1989). High aptitude and confidence in the ability to learn content also may interact with delivery system to affect performance (Bruning, Landis, Hoffman, and Grosskopf, 1993). Dille and Mezak (1991) found evidence that students who place the responsibility for their performance upon themselves may perform better in a more independent environment than students who place the responsibility for their performance on external factors. Gibson (1996) describes a dynamic learner whose motivation, confidence, and context change throughout the distance learning experience.

**Dropout: Is Distance Education a Solution or Part of the Problem?** Community college students typically spend little time in social or volunteer activities on campus, since they face an array of competing responsibilities to family and work. This lack of involvement has helped explain the retention problems of two-year colleges. More recent studies indicate that for those students who were successful in completing an associate degree, contact with faculty members was an important ingredient in their success (Tinto, 1993).

There is also evidence that persistence in distance education is not a function of delivery system but rather a function of the quality of interaction with teachers and peers (Holmberg, 1985; Powell, Conway, and Ross, 1990; Garrison, 1990; Holt, Petzall, and Viljoen, 1990). By increasing the amount and quality of student and teacher contact, distance education could be one of the most powerful tools in solving our dropout problem. Distributed learning can enrich, expand, and even transform the human connections available to community college students (Reudenstine, 1997). Thus our research questions need to emphasize not the *distance* in distance education but the *connections* made possible by distance technologies.

**Democratization and Opportunity: Reality or Facade?** Another common body of research is designed to answer questions about who participates in distance education. That research shows in general that distance education serves a greater proportion of women than men, a greater proportion of Caucasians than minorities (Brey and Grigsby, 1984; Pugliese, 1994; Dillon, 1997), and upper-income populations at greater rates than lower-income populations (Brock, 1990; Dede, 1994).

The promise of distance education is increased access. Proponents of distance education have cited its potential to reach the disabled, the homebound, the isolated, and the economically and educationally disadvantaged (Berman, Wyman, and Kunz, 1972; Jonsen and Johnstone, 1991). But data suggest that the promise of increased accessibility is not being realized. Duning, Van Kekerix, and Zaborowski (1993) state that traditional adult education programs do not serve minority and economically disadvantaged populations very well,
suggesting that the costs and knowledge required to use technology may actually limit access rather than extend it. Rural areas still suffer from inadequate telecommunications infrastructure (Rural Clearinghouse, 1994). High-income households are much more likely to have access to computers and on-line services than low-income households (Dede, 1994). As access to technology becomes associated with quality of life, those who do not have access will become increasingly disenfranchised from the information-based society.

It would be wrong to give the impression that the open-door mission of the community college, as a goal based on our nation’s democratic ideals, has never been questioned (Clark, 1960; Brint and Karabel, 1989). These and other authors contend that the community college has actually reinforced social positioning by tracking most lower-stratum students to certain vocational areas. Their degrees lead them to jobs with little prestige, career advancement, or social mobility.

What role does distance education play in solving social dilemmas of justice, gender, equity and fairness, building community, or equipping students to thrive in the global village? According to Ebben and Kramarae (1993), there is a gender gap on most campuses in terms of access to science and technology information, participation in policymaking forums, and use of computer networks and electronic discussion groups. Clearly, we need to explore the ways in which distance education expands or confines women’s roles on campus.

The Telecommunications Act of 1996 will have an impact on the accessibility of telecommunications in three significant ways. In keeping with the trend toward deregulation, the Act allows local and long-distance providers to compete in each other’s markets (Salomon and Gray, 1996). The intent of deregulation is to reduce the costs of access by increasing competition and innovation. However, there are also concerns that deregulation of this kind will encourage a rash of buyouts and mergers that may eventually reduce competition. A second important feature of this legislation is that it expands the concept of universal service to include access to advanced telecommunications service at reasonable rates (Salomon and Gray, 1996). It authorizes the Federal Communications Commission to define the services to be included, and, for the first time, considers education as a factor in defining universal service. Telecommunications carriers must offer educational providers and libraries within their service areas reduced rates. Unfortunately, the legislation defines education as limited to K–12, so the potential benefits for higher education are unclear (Salomon and Gray, 1996). Community colleges, working through professional organizations such as the Instructional Telecommunications Council, can become a powerful force in shaping federal telecommunications policy.

**Teachers and Teaching**

Much of the current thinking about teaching in distance education centers around the view of technology as a force for redefining the work of teaching. However, much of the practical interest in technology is focused upon how
technology can be used to support lectures rather than questioning the value of the lecture in the information age (Wilson, 1994). We know the lecture is a reasonably efficient strategy for the transmission of information (Weston and Cranton, 1986). We are also aware that the lecture is a poor method for preparing critical thinkers. Today information is both abundant and quickly outdated. As technology increases our access to huge quantities of information, the challenge is to translate that information into meaningful knowledge.

The question we must begin to ask is how to use technology to help us redefine pedagogy rather than how to use technology to help us prepare better lectures (Wilson, 1994). As information is digitized, it offers opportunities for on-demand learning. Teachers with immediate access to a vast array of learning resources can capitalize upon this, discovering a limitless number of new teachable moments. Telecommunications will enable us to customize learning (Wilson, 1994), provide around-the-clock access to teachers and learning resources (Schweiger, 1994), and shift from teacher-centered to student-centered strategies (League for Innovation, 1993). As the bandwidth capabilities of the telecommunications technologies increase, so will the opportunity to provide richer forms of learning (Wilson, 1994), such as those offered by virtual environments that can better prepare students for real-life experience (Dede, 1991). The on-line environment may increase opportunities for collaborative learning and equalize opportunities by removing many of the social cues that make some learners reluctant to participate in a traditional classroom setting (Harasim, 1990; Kiesler, Siegel, and McGuire, 1984).

However, technology will be effective only if it is used appropriately. While we ask what technology can do, we must also discover what technology will undo (Wilson, 1994). For instance, telecommunications should not be used to reduce the interaction between students and teachers, but to enhance that interaction. Distance education technology will transmit much more information, but may create confusion rather than understanding. All too often, institutions make decisions to adopt telecommunications for reasons of cost-effectiveness rather than learning effectiveness, despite the fact that research indicates that telecommunications does not reduce the costs of teaching (Gunawardena, 1990). It is important that teachers, not technology, be the driving force in the changing pedagogy.

Our current methods of teaching will be difficult to change without substantial changes in the institutional forces that promote the status quo. Specifically, funding patterns, institutional reward systems, and organizational structures work in concert to pull us back rather than to push us forward. Current funding structures designed to measure learning as a function of "time in seat" are increasingly irrelevant to the new pedagogy and become a major barrier to change when effective teaching is defined only by what occurs outside the classroom. In addition, traditional methods of financing capital expenditures are inadequate, often supporting the acquisition of buildings and equipment, with few resources aimed at maintaining, using, and developing infrastructure.
As described by Parisot in Chapter One, the changes teachers must make in adopting the new pedagogy are fraught with risk, but few institutions reward risk taking. Telecommunications teaching, characterized by teamwork, is uncomfortable to teachers accustomed to autonomy. Teachers who use telecommunications find that they must rely on a broader range of support systems than teachers who come to the traditional classroom. Equipment must be functional and reliable, the design of teaching materials often requires assistance, and providing course materials to multiple sites can be problematic. Evaluation instruments are often designed to assess traditional pedagogy, focusing on organization and presentation strategies rather than mentoring and group facilitation skills.

Mission and Boundaries

Bergquist (1993) describes the transition of higher education from a modern to a postmodern era as one shaped by technology. He suggests that in the modern era, colleges and universities were served by well-defined boundaries rather than by well-defined missions. However, in the postmodern era, boundaries are fluid and permeable. In this climate, old questions addressing rules, specialization, and institutional loyalties have little relevance. Our new questions will be conceived in terms of who we are rather than of what we do.

Merging of Institutional Boundaries. Groups of educational institutions working together can help prepare graduates to meet new workforce demands. For example, the National Technological University combines offerings from multiple institutions to offer advanced degrees in engineering at the workplace via satellite. Other collaborative initiatives include the multistate Western Governors University described in Chapter Seven and the Southern Regional Education Board's Electronic Common Market (ECM). The ECM will soon pilot an initiative featuring an electronic catalogue accessible on the Web, as well as the development of multistate agreements designed to facilitate articulation among institutions and states.

Previously viewed as the entry point to college, community colleges are becoming a point of extended learning for students. Community colleges are not only serving as an originator of educational services in their communities, but as a resource linker for communities (MacBrayne, 1995; Holub, 1996). The move toward seamless education described by Spears and Tatroe in Chapter Four will force us to examine long-held assumptions about learning, motivation for learning, who should pay, and who should provide credentials to students.

Community colleges more than any other sector of higher education have developed ties with business and industry. Distance education will strengthen these ties, further bridging the boundaries between higher education and the private sector. In this climate, will the community college mission shift from one of community service to one focused on service to local industry? Will authority over credentialing be shared with the private sector, thus shifting the oversight of education from the public to the private sector? Or will corpora-
tions such as GE, IBM, and Xerox—who may find ways to educate their employees more efficiently—threaten higher education's current monopoly over credentialing (Griffith and Connor, 1994).

Eliminating Geographic Boundaries. Telecommunications technologies make geography increasingly irrelevant. This has ramifications for both community colleges and the communities they serve (Goldstein, 1993). For instance, the community college more than any other sector of higher education has been defined according to geographic service area. These institutions are now being thrust into an environment in which the competition has greater access to their market with neither the costs of maintaining a campus nor the barriers of state regulation.

While states have the authority to regulate institutions within their borders, they do not have the authority to regulate competitors who deliver programs electronically (Chaloux, 1985). Distance education will certainly elevate the tension between the federal government's power over interstate commerce and the states' authority over education. In fact, as distance education eliminates boundaries between state institutions, higher education may become vulnerable to antitrust complaints, since their exclusion in the past has been based upon the assumption that higher education is fragmented (Chaloux, 1985).

As geographic boundaries fade, students will no longer be tied to a location, but can select among a vast array of program offerings. Rosman (1992) envisions a global university in which students take courses from multiple institutions and faculty. Community colleges may soon compete with the major corporations for the best faculty. College teachers may become simply contract employees hired on a course-by-course basis, whose only responsibility is teaching. The authority for oversight of higher education may shift from state to regional control (Jonsen and Johnstone, 1991) or perhaps national control (Schweiger, 1994). The emphasis in oversight may shift from one of regulation to one of consumer protection. The climate of increasing competition may result in increasing pressures to merge, eventually forming large multinational educational institutions.

Conclusion

In the future, colleges will no longer choose between audio or video systems, between interactive or independent systems, or between one-way or two-way systems. A single wire will give us everything and will connect the classroom, the library, the workplace, and the home. The problem will not be a problem of choosing the right system for an institution but of choosing the most practical combination of learning experiences for a particular learning event, based on a trade-off between the costs and capabilities of a vast array of media options. Thus as our instructional options increase so does the number of complex instructional decisions.

In this environment, the focus of our educational organizations will shift from teaching to learning. Adapting to this shift will require educational
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organizations to adopt new approaches for defining faculty work and funding learning. These shifts will bring fundamental changes in our views about how education is organized, why people learn, and who should pay. The community college of the future may not look much like the community college we know today. In an environment characterized by permeable boundaries and fluid relationships, the community college may no longer be a place but an idea—an idea that represents the development of the human potential, as embodied in its open-door mission. This idea is one that can be invigorated by distance education.

Issac Asimov once said that the thing to predict is not the automobile but the parking problem. This statement touches our apprehension toward technology and its power to change us in ways we do not wish. Some fear technology will debase higher education by making it a strictly economic enterprise. If higher education adopts a head-in-the-sand response to technology, then the “parking problems” will continue to plague us. The community college, as the representative of our vision of educational opportunity for all, stands poised to demonstrate how distance education can provide education for each.
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FROM THE EDITORS

Distance education offers the potential to further the mission of the community college in significant ways. However, the practice of education will not change without corresponding changes in our fundamental views of teaching and learning as these are reflected in the total of our state, federal, and institutional policies. In many ways the community college offers other sectors of higher education a vision for the future. This issue of New Directions for Community Colleges presents some of the policy issues confronting higher education in the age of distance learning and discusses the implications of these issues for the community college.